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The Honorable John T. Conway
Chairman
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, NW
Suite 700
Washington, D.C 20004

ES95-005793
(Background)

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed is the Department of Energy Implementation Plan for Recommendation 94-2,
Conformance with Safety Standards at Department of Energy Low-Level Nuclear Waste
and Disposal Sites, of September 8, 1994. The Depmlrnent shares the Board’s concern to
evaluate the adequacy of standards and practices used in the disposal of low-level
radioactive waste to identi& any necessary corrective actions to address safe disposition
of past, present, and future waste.

The Implementation Plan describes the actions the Deptient is taking in response to
the Board’s recommendation which incJudes the follo~ng:.

● Complex-Wide assessment of the Dep~ment’s low-level waste
management practices to determine potential worker or public health and
safety related concerns

● A regular program for forecasting future dispcd needs relative
to existing capacity.

● Studies and assessments directed at improving low-level waste
management practices, including volume reduction, and safety
merits/demerits of privatization of disposal operations.

● More immediate steps to complete low-level waste performance
assessments covering al I waste disposed.

If you have fudwi questions, please contact me or have a member of your ~aff contact
Rear Admiral Richard Guimond, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Management, at (202) 586-7710.

x!!& - “,
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EXECUTIVE SUMMA RY

On September 8, 1994, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB or the Board) issued
Recommendation 94-2, ~ce with Safetv ~ at De~ of E- (DOE) Low-Leve\

Nuclear waste ~sal m. The Department accepted Recommendation 94-2 on October 28,
1994. This Implementation Plan is submitted in response to Recommendation 94-2.

In making Recommendation 94-2, the Board concluded that the Department of Energy (DOE) low-level
waste (LLW) progmm has not kept pace with the evolution of commercial practices. The Board also
noted that no defense nuclear LLW dispostd facilities had completed the radiological performance
assessments required by DOE Order 5820.2~ “~loactive Waste~~ . The Board also noted
that LLW radiological performance assessments do not include all applicable source terms in the evalua-
tions.

DNFSB 94-2 recommends that the Department conduct a complex-wide review to establish the dimen-
sions of the LLW problem take steps to complete the performance assessments, and in completing the
performance assessments, include all of the radioactive source term. DNFSB 94-2 also recommends that
the Implementation Plan include issuance of new standards, requirements, and guidance for LLW man-
agement, studies to improve modeling capability, and waste form and intxuderand radionuclide migration
deterrence, studies of volume reduction, a program to improve volume projections of LLW, and a study of
the safety rneritddernerits of privatization.

The Department has evaluated the LLW Management problems using the Board’s recommendatio~wanxd+
existing knowledge based on earlier work conducted by the Department’s Low-Level Waste!&&~g
Committee and has made commitments in this Implementation Plan to address the items in &e Board’s
recommendation.

L
The Implementation Plan is organized into the following major sections:

● BaseLineof the Low-Level Waste Management System

“ Organization and Management

● Systems Engineering Approach for LLW Management

“ Complex-Wide Review

“ DOE Regulatory !%mctureand Process

● Performance Assessments

“ Low-Level Waste Projections

“ Research and Development

Table ES- 1 shows the Departmental Commitment associated with each of the specific Board recomme-
ndationsin DNFSB 94-2, and the Section of this Implementation Plan which describes the tasks, mile-
stones, and deliverables to achieve the commitment.

-
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TableE5-1:SummatyofRscommendtittsandDeporhnanfalCommhnm

Recommendation in
DNFSB 94-2

(1)

(la)

(lb)

(It)

(Id)

(Ie)

(2)

(2a)

(2b)

(3)

Conduct a complex-wide review
estabtish dimensions of LLW problem,
identify corrective actions.

Plan should include regularized
program for volume projections.

Plan should include development and
issuance of additional LLW require -
ments, standards, and guidance.

Plan should include planned studies
directed towards improving modeling
capability, waste form stabilii, and
intrusion and migration deterrence.

AND

Plan should include studies of
enhanced methods to reduce volume
of LLW.

Plan should assess the safety
merits/demerits of privatization of LLW
disposal facilities.

More immediate steps to complete
PAS

PAs are to be based upon the total
inventories at the facitii.

PAs with entire source term are to
meet 5820.2A dose objectives

Corrective Action Plans are developed
for bringing sites into compliance that
don’t meet 5820.2A dose objectives
for the entire source term.

Departmental Plan
Commitment Section

Complex-wide review will be conducted on
active, ptanned, & inactive LLW Sies, and
LLW treatment and storage facilities;
cowctiva actions will be implemented.

Guidance on volume projections will be
isau~, a program to routinely evaluate
LLW projections will be implemented.

Immediate steps Moltbe taken to clarify
existing requirement standards will be
developad and issua@ a LLW tule will be
drafted and finalized.

A research and development program will be
initiated to support improved LLW
management.

An analysis of safety merits and demerits of
the use of a private facility located away
from the Department’s sites operated for the
exclusive disposal of DOE UW, and the use
of a private disposal facility operated at a
DOE site by a commercial disposal firm will
be conducted.

A schedule is included for completion of
current PAs.

A phased approach is included for assessing
the entire source temr without delaying PAs
already under review.

The phased approach for assessing the
entire source term implements the dose
objectives of 5820.2A on the entire source
term.

An evaluation will be conducted at active
LLW disposal sites; a corrective action plan
will be prepared where necessary corrective
actions will be incorporated into PAs during
the phased approach of assessing the entire
source term.

v.

Vlll.

V1.

Ix.

Iv.

V1l.

VII.

V1l.

vu.

A change control process for the Implementation Plan is included. This will allow for changing task
initiatives as needed after the complex-wide review is completed, or if other external forces-&ct the
Implementation Plan during the conduct of task activities. A qorting system is also described providing
for regular reporting of progress on initiatives to the Board and others,

./
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A glossary, list of acronyms and abbrmiations, and a list of mfemnces follows the task initiatives.

The commitments summarizd above will be completed by Fall of 1996, except for full implementation of
an improved volume projections pro~garnand finalizing a LLW rtdemaking. These will be completed in
early 1997 and Fall of 1997, respectively. A very preliminary estimate of the resources requind to
complete the task initiatives described in this Implementation Plan is approximately $16 million. Of this
total, approximately $6 million is incremental funding.

There is the potential for outside influences to have a major impact on the task initiatives and the commitm-
ents made in this Implementation Plan. Possible outcomes of two current activities would probably
have the greatest impact on the Depamient’s ability to complete the actions in this plan. These would be:
(1) A recommendation by the Department’s Adviso~ Committee on External Regulation for external
qgulation of the DOE LLW management pro= and (2) Issuance of 40 CFR 193, the Environmental
Protection Agency’s generally applicable environmental standard on management and disposal of low-
level waste.

L

—
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L INTRODUCTION

On September 8, 1994, the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB or the Boat@ issued
Recommendation 94-2, ~ of Enegy (DOE) Low-J eve!
* waste~. The Department accepted Recommendation 94-2 on October 28,
1994. This Implementation Plan is submitted in mqonse to Recommendation 94-2.

The Depmrnent recognizes the importance of the issues raised by DNFSB Recommendation 94-2. Many
of the issues raised by the BoaKIhave pnmiously been identified by the Depmtrnent of Energy Low-Level
Waste Steering Committee, and technical working groups preparing the revision to the Deptient’s
Order on radioactive waste management. The Department acknowledges and shares the Board’s concerns
about the Low-Level Waste Management program and provides commitments in this Implementation
Plan to address and resolve the problems in the Department’s management of LLW.

A. Background
The Department of Energy and its predecessor agencies have been generating and disposing of LLW at its
facilities since the dawning of the Manhattan Project in the 1940s. The classifkd nature of work con-
ducted under the Manhattan Project and succeeding programs led to a variety of site-specific processes
and procechms for management and disposal of LLW. The system for managing LLW has evolved over
the years into the present day system, winch continues to be based primarily on site-specit3cconsider-
ations.

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, provides the Department with the authority to manage
LLW it generates, and ensure that it is managed in a way that protects the heaJth and safety of the public,
workers, and the environment. DOE Order 5820.2A, &d ioactive Waste M~ contains the

L
primary requirements governing the safe management of radioactive waste by DOE. Chapter HI of the
order addresses the management of LJLW.

B. Understanding of the Problem
The provisions of Chapter III, ~w-J .evelWaste, of DOE Order 5820.2A, require that a radiological
performance assessment (PA) is conducted on LLW disposal facilities to ensure that LLW is managed in
a way that is protective of the safety and health of workers and the public, and protects the environment.
The results of the PA are to be used as one of the bases for waste acceptance criteri%disposal facility
operational conditions, and any other required actions and conditions to ensure that the LLW is managed
safely. A successful demonstmtion of compliance with the dose objectives for public safety in the Order
relies almost entirely on the PA process.

The Depaxtrnent’sprocess for development, review, and approval of PAs for the cun-entlyactive LLW
disposaJ facilities has taken too long. A PA is completed and approved for only one DOE LLW disposal
facility. Also, the Order calls for including only LLW disposed after the Order was issued in 1988 in the
radiological PA for the disposal facility. his means that LLW disposed prior to the issuance of the Order
is not accounted for in determining the conditions required for safe operation of the facility.

The reliance on the PA to determine conditions of operation, combined with the lack of approved PAs and
the inclusion of only post-1988 LLW, means that the Department maybe currently disposing of LLW
without a technically defensible margin of safety, unlike the “defense-indepth” system used in the
commercial regulation of LLW disposal. In that system minimum technical criteria must be met in
several functional areas important to safety ~ to a demonstration through a PA that radiation dose

~ objectives will be met.

M9S-GT. 127 1 Final Draft, March 31, 1995
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C. Objectives of the Implementation Plan
The overall objective of the implementation Plan is to improve the LLW management system so that
performance assessments ate approved that demonstrate that DOE LLW disposal facilities meet DOE
Order 5820.2A radiological performance Objalivm, that the PAs include all appropriate LLW as radhMc-
tive source terms in the evaluation, and that LLW is disposed with a margin of safety in place to protect
workers and the public and the envircmmsnt in addition to conditions imposed based on the PA. This
objective will be accomplished by establishing the technical basis for LLW managemen4 developing and
implementing effective policies, requirements, and compliance criteria for managing LLW. Effotts to
achieve the objective will be accomplished by an integrated LLW Management Progmrn within the
Department’s Offke of Envinmmental Management. The program and the initiatives committed to in this
plan will be designed and implemented in a manner that builds on activities cunently in existence.
Examples of this are the ●M of recent audits to support completion of the complex-wide teview; the
supplementing of requirements included in the revision of DOE Order 5820.2A as needed to fill gaps in
requimnents, guidance and standards; the standardhwion of waste projections activities undetien to
meet other needs; and coordination with programs such as waste minimintion and mearch and develop
ment.

The term LLW, as used in this Implementation Plan, includes the radioactive component of mixed low-
Ievel waste. The hazadous component of mixed LLW is regulated separately under the provisions of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

Guiding principles that frame the basis for decisions to include the actions in the Implementation Plan are:

“ Long-term protection of public safety and health, and the environment;

● Protection of LLW facility worker safety;

“ Effective and efficient disposal of LLW;

“ Minimization of storage of LLW, and;

● M~on of generation of new LLW.

D. Summary of DNFSB 94-2 Recommendations and Departmental
Commitments

The overall objective of the Implementation Plan will be met by the following commitments addressing
the Board’s recommendations on management of LLW:

1. DNFSB 94-2, paragraph 1, recommends

A comprehensive complex-wide review be made of the low-level waste issue similar to the review the
Department conducted regarding spent nuclear fiel. As with spentjhel, the objective of such review
should be the establishment of the dimawions of the low-level warte problem and the ident@cation
of corrective actions to address safe disposition of past, present, &@ure volumes [of bw-level
waste].

The Department will conduct a complex-wide review of (1) active and planned LLW disposal
facilities and inactive LLW disposal facilities and o er~ f@xXiallyovedappingradioactivesource
terms, and LLW hwwrnentand storage facilities by M&chJ9%, and (2) all remaining inactive LLW
disposal facilities by+me 1996. Similar to the Spent Nuclear Fuel Vulnerabilities Study conducted

7C+*LL(
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by the Department the nwiew will determine the major vulnerabiliaes of the LLW management
system and identify comective actions to address safe disposition of all LLW. The complex-wide
review will be based in part on a systems engineering evaluation which will identify the key
technical and progmmmatic functions of the LLW management progmrm deseribe the input and
output requirements and constmints for these fimctions, and establish the criteria for effectively
determining system performance. The complex-wide review will be conducted using a “Target-
Barrier-Hazard” approach, which will lead to identifying weaknesses that could impact workers, the
public, and the environment. Comctive Action Plans will be developed at each site to address the
vulnerabilities identified by the complex-wide review.

2. DNFSB 94-Z paragraph 1, subparagraph &recommends the
Implementation Plan should includ~

A regukmizedprogram forforecastingfiture burial needs rekztive to existing capacity, taking into
account the projected programs for decontamination and decommissioning of defense nuclear
fmilities and environmental restoration activities u well as current operational units.

Commitment:

The Department wiUconduct an evaluation of current waste generation and volume projections of
LLW received by LLW disposal facilities, current methodologies used to project LLW volumes, and
planned disposal capacity for LLW by October 1995. Following this effo~ a LLW projection
program will be implemented. The program will issue an implementation guidance decument that
will describe the recommended methodologies for LLW volume projections and their recommended
frequencies. The guidance document will also contain a system for evaluation of the projected
volumes of waste requiring disposal to determine the accuracy and validity of waste volume
projections. The guidance will be d~ted specifically at improving projections of LLW from D&D
and remedial action projects, but it will also be coordinated with generators creating LLW routinely.
The projection program documentation and the guidance will be completed by March 1996. Full
implementation of these programs will be achieved by Februq 1997.

3. DNFSB 94-2, paragraph 1, subparagraph b, recommends the
Implementation Plan should include:

The development and issuance of additional requirements, stan&zra3 or guialmce on low-level waste
management that aaliress safety aspects of waste form and packaging, burial ground siting and
pet$ormance assessment, facility design, construction operation, and closure, and environmental
moniton”ng. Such guiakmce should rejlect consideration of concepts of good practices in low-level
waste management as applied in the commercial sector, both nationally and internationally, and
resuits of DOE’s technological developments and advisories to the State Compacts pursuant to the

Low-Lwel Radioactive Waste Nuclear (sic) Waste Policy Act of 1982 (sic), as amended.

Commitment:

The Department will take immediate steps to clarify existing requirements in DOE Order 5820.2A
to achieve compliance with the radiation dose objectives in the Order. These steps will be to citify
and strengthen the regulatory structure for LLW management by identi~ing and ckwi~ing the roles
and responsibilities for compliance and oversight at LLW disposal facilities, and by directiig that all
source terms be included in radiological performance assessments for LLW disposal facilities.
‘Ihese immediate steps will be completed by June 1995. ‘Ile Department will then clarifi and
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4.

5.

improve the PA review and approval process, including standardking review criteria and making
changes to the Peer Review Panel. These improvefints will be made by June 1996. The
Department will ident.@ the need for and issue uniform technical standaxdsfor LLW management
based on best comrnemial practices both nationally and internationally in, at a minimun the
technical areas of PAs, waste form and packaging, waste chamcterization, site closure, and site
monitoring by June 1996. Additional clarifications on the applicability of the Waste Management
Order will be made by October 199% ‘fhe Department commits to cod@ing the essential
requirermmtsof LLW management in a low-level waste regulation. The rule will be developed
following an evaluation to select requirements fmm non-DOE LLW management regulations and
management systems that are appropriate to incorporate in such a mle for management of DOE
LLW. A final regulation will be promulgated by September 1997.

DNFSB 94-2, paragraph 1, subparagraphs c and ~ recommend the
Implementation Plan should include

Planned studies directed towara3 (1) improving modeling and predictive capability for assessing
migration of radionuclides and (2) enhancing the stability of buned waste form, detern”ng intrusion
and inhibiting migration of radionuciides; and

Studies of enhanced methouk that can be used to reduce the volume of waste to be disposed OJ such
as compaction and more environmentally acceptable incineration.

Commitment:

The Department will catalog M and IAQI.I-DOELLW mseamh results and ongoing research
activities on improving modeling and predictive capability of migration of radionuclides, enhancing
the deten-enceof intrusion, enhancing the stability of waste, inhibiting the migration of5W
tilonuclides, and volume reduction technologies. This will be accomplished by 1995.
The Department will identi@ its needs for improvement in these technical areas by _ 1995.
The needs assessment will be correlated with the vdld research results and ongoing studies to
determine ad ition m,M h needed for improving LLW management technologies in an integrated
pmglllm by . Results fmm completed studies will be utilized appropriately in efforts
to improve the LLW management program and coordination with ongoing research will be
accomplished through the integrated rogram. A stmtegy will be developed and included in a LLW

$Program Management Plan by ~ 96 for developing the necessq research and development to
fill any needs not being met by already completed or ongoing reseamh.

DNFSB 94-2, paragraph 1, subparagraph q recommends the
Implementation Plan should include:

Assessment of the safety meritsldemerits of privatization of facilities for disposal of DOE low-level
wastes.

Commitment:

The Department will evaluate as part of a systems engineering evaluation of the LLW management
system the safety merits and demerits of privatizing disposal of DOE LLW. The evaluation will
consider the use of a private facility located away from the Department’s sites operated for the
exclusive disposal of DOE LLW, and the use of a private disposal facility operated at a DOE site by
a commercial disposal firm. Other options for privatizing may also be evaluated. This evaluation

4
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will be completed by April 1996 so appropriate results maybe included in a LLW Pmgrarn
Management Plan.

\

6. DNFSB 94-2, paragraph 2, recommends:

More immediate steps be taken to complete the performancee assessment process for all active low-

level waste burial sites as required by DOE Order 5820.2A. In so abing clarifying instructions
shouki be timed to imure that: (a) pe~ormance assessments are based upon the total inventon”es
(past, present, andjiaure) emplaced orpZannedfor theburial site(s); and (b) pe~onnance
objectives (dose criteria) of DOE Order 5820.2A are achieved for the composite of ail low-level
waste disposal fmilities on the site.

Commitment:

The Department will complete PAs for active and planned LLW disposal facilities with PAs already
in review (or to be submitted for review by June 1995) by February 1996, in accordance with the
schedule included irt this Implementation Plan. The Department will include pte- 1988 LLW and
other potentially overlapping radioactive source terms, if any, in revised PAs for these facilities
during their fmt PA maintenance cycle. A schedule for completing these revised PAs to include all
SO~S Wti be COITUdtd to by Aprd 1996.

Performance assessments for active and planned LLW disposal facilities that are not aheady in
review by June 1995 will inciude all soumes in their evaluations. The schedule for completing these
pAs W be COITld’td to by Apd 19%.

7. DNFSB 94-2, paragraph 3, recommends:

-
If non-compliance with reference dose criteria set forth in DOE Order 5820.2A is foti an action
plan with schedule be developed for bringing operations into compliance or other acceptable
compensating measures be undertaken in the interim pending final closure.

Commitment

The Department will conduct a preliminary assessment of the radiation dose consequences of the
composite contribution of all LLW disposal and other sources for active LLW disposal facilities.
These assessments and, where necessary, initial corrective action plans, will be prepared by Man4+R PC’\
1996. Similarly, corrective action plans will be required if inclusion of the entire source term in the
full performance assessment indicates that performance objectives will be exceeded. Alternatives to
be considered in the corrective action plans will include more refined analyses, remediation of
source terms, limitations on new LLW disposed in the facility, and termination of disposal
operations. A cost-benefit analysis will be conducted to support the decision on appropriate
mitigating actions. Although remediation actions at past disposal facilities will be influenced by the
composite analysis, final decisions will be made through the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) process. The revised PAs to include all
source terms will then include any changes to disposal operations or sources as the cornxtive action
plans m implemented.

These commitments will be implemented through the newly integrated LLW Management Program
by either new actions and programs, or by feeding into existing effotts that are already underway
within the Department. Interactions with existing efforts will be addressed specifically in the task
irdiatives sections that follow. Interfaces with other programs will be used more effective]y than in
the past to ensure the nxdts of task initiatives in response to R~ommendation 94-2 are effected.
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E. Organization of the Implementation Plan
The Implementation Plan fust provides a discussion of the b line of the LLW Management System

+basai on work conducted by the Low-Level Waste!!i%hg ornmittee and the repmt prepared by the
Board staff entitled, kQsal Pwv for ~e NucltxK
m. The baseline presentation provides an introduction to the sections that follow, which are the
commitments of the Department to improve the management of LLW. ‘l%esections describe the tasks
and milestones for achieving the commitments, qxmsibi.lities for meeting commitments and milestones,
and the documentation of the commitments.

Find Drafi, March 31, 1995 6 M85-QT- 127
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BASELINE OF THE LOW-LEVEL WASTE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Low-Level Waste Management Steering Committee (LLW SC or Steering Committee) has per-
formed an evaluation of the low-level waste management system over the last thnx years. The approach
used by the Steering Committee began by deterrnining the basic functions of the system and how they
interrelate. The basic LLW management system evaluated by the Steering Committee is shown in
Figure II.1. A illustrated, the technical functions of LLW management include generation, treatmen~
storage, disposal, performance assessmen~ transportation, waste minimimtion, characterization, and
packaging. Mixed LLW and LLW genemted from past disposal of L.LWare included as inputs to the
current LLW management system. The Steering Committee applied a “gap analysis” methodology to the
system to determine the first priority actions it would recommend to improve the LLW management
system.

I LLW Management Mixed LLW
1

1 1+

e=
+

& .w.&.,m_-y!i?
Exmng Wssta

El*Hzi5El
A

I Past LLW i
1 I

+
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-1

+

RCRAICERCW Assessment

+
1

Response -on

T 1

“ mfal = .~Perton-nsncs Assessment
Trestmem Packsghg DISPOSSI
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The methodology involved describing the conditions of the cument state of the LLW management system
and compzuing it to a desired future state. An analysis of the gaps was performed to identify major actions
required to prqyess from the cumnt state to the desind future state. This methodology results in identi-
fying the issues the Departmnt needs to address and technical weaknesses that need to be corrected to
achieve the future state. The highest priority actions the Department needs to take first can be identified
once all the issues are identified. ‘Ihe methodology used by the Steering Committee to evaluate the LLW
management system is illustrated in F@re IL2.

LLW
Management

System
Performance

Future State
of UW System

Programs/Actions Needed
to Achieve Future State

Current State
of UW System

-—

Time
M9SGT-llS-15

Figure11.2:EvolutionMethadUsadbyUW StaeringCommittes

A. Current State of System
The current state of the LLW management system+as evaluated in detail by the Low-Level Waste Man-
agement Steering Committee, is documented in the J.ow-Jevel W- Cum ~m Desc-C .,

(CSSD) (DOWLLW-202, &t@ November 1994).

The CSSD identiles complex-wide and site-spec~lc issues which are indicative of a lack of integration of
the LLW management system and its associated problems. Table II-1 summarizes the programmatic and
complex-wide issues identified by the~ Steering Committee in the CSSD as the
highest priority challenges to improving the LLW management system.

The LLW Management Pqrarn and the Steering Committee have begun efforts to addms the gaps in
the management of LLW to achieve the fi.muestate desired.

The BoaKI,in issuing Recommendation 94-2, has pointed to several of the same issues as the Steering
Committee, and has brought attention to further issues that wete not identified by the Steering Committee.
The Department evaluated the Board’s recommendation in light of the evaluation aiready conducted by
the Steering Committee, and has identifkd some root causes of the issues and weaknesses with the
management of LLW. /
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Table11-1:DOEComplex-WideUW IssttesIdentifiedby the UW ManagementProgramSteeringCommittee

.— Issue Claeefficetion

Waste Generation and
Minimization

Waste Data Management

Waste Characterization

Treatment

Storage

Disposal

Credibility and
Public Trust

Issue

Motivation to minimize the generation of LLW needs improvement.

Projections for LLW volumes and characteristics need to be more reliable.

A lower limit for radioactivii below which waste can be managed as other
than LLW is needed.

LLW data need to be more complete, consistent, reliable, and retrievable.

Requirements for accuracy and preeision of radioactive characteristics
and identification of physical and chemical characteristics of LLW need to
be defined.

The decision-making process for LLW treatment alternatives needs to be
conducted with more consideration of techn”~al input, and more
coordination and communication.

Storage space needs to be increased beeause of bottlenecks in the LLW
disposal certification process.

The DOE moratorium on off-site shipments of hazardous waste, WIPP
delays, and problematic LLW forms (GTCC and special case) are
contributing to storage problems.

The process for involving the States in decisions involving LLW disposal
operations needs to be better defined and established.

Approvals of PAs for operati~g LLW disposal facilities are needed.

The use of LLW disposal facilities, both commercial and DOE, needs to be
expanded and certain restrictions removed.

Roles and responsibilities need to be better defined to improve
communications, which will result in adequate staffing to perform the LLW
management mission at DOE-HQ and the Field levels.

The decision-making process for responding to technical, policy, and
institutional management issues needs to be improved.

DOE Waste Management’s credibility and public trust needs to be
increased. The public participation process and equity discussions relating
to DOE technical decisions needs to be well established.

An independent LLW oversight organizational structure or procedures
needs to be established to enhance public credibility and trust.

The Department despite having Order 5820.2A in place since 1988, cannot successfully demonstrate
compliance with the Order at all of the DOE LLW disposal facilities. The mot cause of this is a structure
for providing policy, requirements, and compliance criteria and for providing oversight of operations to
carry out the policies and directives for management of LLW that needs strengthening. The difficulty in
strengthening the system lies in the historically decentralized management structure of the Department
and in the need for a more coherent and widely understood philosophy of DOE’s “self-regulation”
principles. Also, the emphasis on weapons production has resulted in secondiq consideration being
given to management of radioactive waste, and the Department has sometimes given LLW management a
lower priority than other waste management activities due to the simultaneous demand for resources and

‘-
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management attention across a range of competing environmental mandates, each with its own constitu-
ency, and the low dative risk posed by low-level waste.

B. Future State of System
The futme state of the LLW management system projected by the Low-Level Waste Management
Steering Committee during the past thee years is n?portedin the Low-Level Waste Chapter (Chapter 11)
of the W~ (iuternal Department of Energy dmfc dated February 28, 1995).

The vision of the future program as seen by the Steering Committee is:

The vision of theji.mme DOE LLW management program is of a ~“onally integrated cost-eflective

progrw based on acceptable risk and soundplanning which results in public conjl&nce and support.
This management and operations system will isolate and dispose all legacy and D&D waste while also
managing and disposing of newly generated wastes at the same rate it is being generated

9The goals of the Low-Level Wasteh “&%~C3knittee for an integmted LLW management system, as
described in the Waste Type Repmt include:

Short-Term Goals:

Approval decisions made on all existing LLW disposal facility PAs.

Maintain adequate disposal capacity.

Eliminate legacy LLW storage (except special-case waste).

Establish adequate storage capacity for speciakase waste.

Identify LLW management technology needs.

Implement LLW system consistent with PEIS and FFCAct equity decisions,

Establish effective DOE internal oversight process.

Establish LLW minimization implementation plan.

Implement consistent WAC and certification methodology.

Establish limit of radioactivity for LLW, below which it need not be managed as LLW.

Develop integrated Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) program for LLW management
functions,

Establish modular &ta/information system.

-

Long-Term Goals:

“ Establish consistent qulatory hmework for all LLW.

“ Integrate LLW management facilities with other waste-type management facilities.

● Require sites to evaluate LLW minimization and/or volume reduction, and implement where
feasible.

● Manage and dispose of all LLW as it is generated.

/
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c. Assumptions
In developing the vision and goals of the future state of LLW managemen4 assumptions were made

L
coneeming major progmmmatic issues that the Department could be faced with. These major assump
tions are:

● DOE will continue to be self-regulating for LLW, at least for the near-term for onsite activities
not involving mixed LLW.

“ DOE will continue the policy that LLW generated at Department*wned and operated facilities
should be disposed at that facility to the extent practicable.

The Dqartrnent believes the improvements to the management of LLW needed to xespondto the issues
identified by the Board and the Board staff in issuing Recommendation 94-2 are consistent with the vision
and goals of the LLW Steering Committee for an improved LLW management systen but go a step
further by addressing the mot causes of the system problems. In fac~ the Depamnent envisions that the
ultimate result of improvements from responding to the Board will result in achieving an improved future
state in a shorter period of time than the future state originally foreseen by the Steering Committee,
primarily because the root causes will be addressed. The qualitative effect of Recommendation 94-2 is
illustrated in F@re 11.3.

The Departrnenti therefore, has developed commitments in this Implementation Plan in response to
Recommendation 94-2 that not only respond to issues identified by the Board, but also respond to weak-
nesses identifkd by the Department’s own analysis, and address the root causes of the system problems.
The commitments made detail improvements in the organization and management of the LLW system,
implement technical studies to improve the technical basis for LLW management, and develop, issue, and
implement new policies, guidance, standards, and eventually a rulemaking to improve the regulatory
structure for oversight of LLW management. In completing these commitments, the Department expects

L- to achieve the future state of a fully imegrated, technically based, and standardized LLW management
system as envisioned by the Board and the LLW Steering Committee.

Future State
(resulting from 94-2 1P)

LLW
Management

System
Performance

@/

Progress to Date

Current State
(described by LLW SC) :

Future State
(envkooned by LLW SC)

~ 94-2 Issued
M95-GT-1 13-14

Time

figure11.3 Rewhof DNFSB94-2 on UW ManagementFutureState
b
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D. Approach
The approach to improving the LLW management system presented in this Implementation Plan takes
multiple paths, which converge eventually into an integrated program. FirsL the Department provides for
a restructuring of management of the LLW program at Headquarters, and elevates the priority of LLW
management. The new LLW management organization will be qmnsible for integrating the multiple
tasks presented in the Implementation Plan into a structured program.

Utilizing existing knowledge and work already underway, the Implementation Plan provides for immedi-
ate tasks to bring LLW disposal facilities into compliance with the existing order and to clarify LLW
policies to ensure consistent compliance in the Complex.

At the same time, a systems engineering approach will be applied to provide a technical basis with clearly
identified interfaces for the management of the Department’s LLW. The initial evaluation will feed the
complex-wide review to be conducted on all active, planned, and inactive LLW disposal facilities. The
complex-wide review will ident@ vulnerabilities that require immediate attention at specific facilities,
and system vulnerabiities requiring the attention of the LLW management program at the Headqumters
level to resolve. Upper-level program documentation describing the program requirements, program
strategies, and program plan for LLW management will be prepared based on the systems engineering
evaluation. The system vulnerabilities identified by the complex-wide review will be integrated into the
program-level documentation as they are prepared.

While the vulnerability assessment is going on, new requirements, standards and guidance to address the
critical atvas affecting safety identified by the Board will be issued. At the same time, technical studies
will be conducted to evaluate further requhements, standards, and guidance needed to improve the
regulatory structure and process for LLW management to bring DOE LLW management up to par with
commereia.1and international management practices. The results of the systems engineering approach
will assist in identifying areas important to safety requiring the focus of this effort.

An effort will be stated to redefine the LLW management system research and development needs, which
will culminate in a re-focused research progmm that takes into account the results of the systems engineer-
ing approach, the complex-wide review, and the studies to determine improved standards, requirements,
and guidance to improve the technical basis for LLW management.

When the efforts described in the Implementation Plan are completed, a fully integrated LLW program
will be operating within the Offke of Environmental Management. LLW disposal facilities will be in
compliance with existing LLW policies, and the Department will be implementing new policies to bring
the Depmtment to higher levels of protection of public health and safety and the environment. A refo-
cused research program will be feeding technical information to the LLW program to address technical
deficiencies to ensure the confidence level in demonstrating compliance is assured for the long-term. The
program will be operating with a system of self-assessments and independent reevaluations to maintain
the level of operating practice and compliance that will be achieved by the Implementation Plan initia-
tives.

—
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IIto ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

The Department recognizes the importance of improving the management of LLW in the Complex, and
makes the following improvements to the organization managing LLW to respond to Recommenda-
tion 94-2.

A. Organization and Responsibilities
The Depmrnent is comrnittkd to improving the low-level waste management system consistent with its
acceptance of Recommendation 94-2; to achieving the future state of the program projected by the Low-
Level Waste Management Steering Committee, and; to resolving the vulnerabilities identifkd by the
complex-wide review (see Section V). The task group organization shown in Figure III.1 will be estab
lished within the Office of Environmental Management to address the needed improvements to the LLW
management system.

1. Deputy Assis&nt Secretary for Waste Management

The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste Management (OWM) is assigned the overall
responsibtity for the efforts deseribed in this Implementation Plan. The Deputy Assistant Secretary
will ensure that the funding is committed and the required priority is placed on the task initiatives
described. The Deputy Assistant Secretmy will continue to report within the lie management of the
OffIce of Environmental Management to the Assistant Sec@ary for Environmental Management.

2. Low-Level WWtEManagement Task Group

A Low-Level Waste Management Task Group (LLWMTG) will be formed to address the needed
improvements in the Department’s management of LLW. The LLWG will report to the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Waste Management. The mission of the LLWMTG will be to integrate the
Department’s LLW management system to achieve the program’s goals for protecting public safety
and health and the environment. The LLWMTG will be responsible for managing the task initiatives
described in the Implementation Plan, for reporting the progress and any schedule changes to the
Deputy Assistant Secretary, and identifying impacts of schedule changes or any other influences on
the commitments in the Implementation Plan. The LLWMTG is responsible for ensuring that
results of the complex-wide review (see Section V), or from the other initiatives when they are
completed, are integrated into the LLW management program effectively to result in the best
possible benefit from the Implementation Plan.

The Low-Level Waste Program Manager will serve as the manager of the Task Group, and will
repoxtdinxtly to the Deputy Assistant Secretary. Program managers from the OffIce of
Environmental Management will be assigned to the LLWMTG, and they will report to the Low-
Level Waste program Manager. Each program manager will have a senior technicid lead reporting
directly to him/heron the five major technical areas being addressed under this Implementation Plan
(see Figule 111.1).

\
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Figurs111.1:DOEOrgonimtionto RsspondtoDNFSB94-2

The LLWMTG will be staffed with Office of Environmental Management personnel with
experience in LLW project management or LLW research and development project management.
The technical leads suppmting the LLWMTG Program Managers will be senior technical DOE
Operations Offke and contractor personnel with multiple years of experience in the technical area in
which they will be assigned.
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3. Low-Level Waste Executive Management Group

A Low-Level Waste Executive Management Group will be formed to provide direction to the
LLWMTG on major policy issues that are identified as task initiatives in the Implementation Plan
are accomplished or which will be identified later as a result of the complex-wide review or other
assessments. The Low-Level Waste Executive Management Group is responsible for ensuring that
all programmadc issues that could have some bearing on task initiatives are considered and resolved,
and for ensuring that necessary coordination between program offices and pqjrams is identifkd and
carried out. ‘Ile Low-Level Waste Executive Management Group will be composed of

. The Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management and
the following @puty Assistant Secretaries, or their designees:

● The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Compliance and Program Coordination;

● The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmental Restoration;

“ The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Technology Development;

● The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Facility Transition and Management; and

● lle Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmentl

The Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management will serve as the
Chairperson of the Low-Level Waste Executive Management Group. The Deputy Assistant
Secretaries serving on the Executive Management Group will provide program direction when
needed to their Offices to accomplish task initiatives in this Implementation Plan in accordance with
the schedules and directions as determined by the Executive Management Group. The OffIces so
directed by the Deputy Assistant Secretaries will report as needed to the LLWIWIG on progress on
the msk initiatives until they are completed.

4. Deputy Assistant Secretary for Compliance and Program Coordination

‘he Deputy Assistant Secretary for Compliance and Rogram Coordination is responsible for the
complex-wide review described in Section V, and will continue to report directly to the Assistant
Secretary. The Department is committed to having the complex-wide review managed
independent y from the line management of the ~lce of Waste Management. The technical
manager of the complex-wide review assigned within the Offke of Compliance and Progmrn
Coordination will report to the LLWMTG on progress of the complex-wide review. The ~lce of
Compliance and Program Coordination may also be responsible for a program of self+messment of
and technical assistance to the Low-Level Waste Management Rogram to maintain quality of the
management of the tasks to respond to Recommendation 94-2.

fltiy-’J
5. LLW SteeringfiCommittee(LLW SC)

The LLW SC will continue to provide coordination and integration activities to guide improving the
low-level waste management system. The LLW SC will repoti to the LLWMTG, and will continue
to have the same membership and char!!r. Their efforts will involve technical review and operation
offke impact review of documents generated by task initiatives and coordination of efforts involved
in task initiatives from a field off]ceperspective.
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6. Performance Assessment Task Team (PA’IT)

The PA’IT will continue to provide a coordination function for progmm and technical managers of
LLwdisposal performance assessment(PA) activities conducted at DOE sites by management and
operating contractors. The PATT will advise the LLWMTG on policy and guidance required to
complete technically defensible and consistent PAs. The current active members and chater will
mnain in effect for the PA’IT.

7. Performance Assessment Peer Review Panel (PRP)

The PRP will continue to provide reviews to enswe consistency and technic@quality of the PAs
prior to submittal to DOE Headquarters. The PRP will qmrt to the LLWMTG on PA nwiew
progress and results of PA reviews. The current charter for the PRP will nmain in effect for
completing reviews of PAs, but changes in pmcexhuvwill be made to reduee potential conflicts of
interest. Also, diversifkation of the PRP membership roster will be considered to add expertise to
the current roster of individuals with site-specific PA experience. Also, a Standad Review Plan
(NW), and other guidance documents, will be prepared to standardize the PRP mwiewsof PAs.
These changes are discussed in Section VI.

8.

9.

Research and Development lhsk T- (RD’IT)

A Low-Level Waste Management Research and Development Task Team (RDTI’) will be
established repcxt.ingto the LLWMTG, under the direction of the Research and Development
Technical Lead. The RD’IT will be responsible fo~ (1) cataloging past, currenc and planned LLW
management program R&D activities, (2) coordinating the identification of LLW management
program R&D needs, (3) identifying the past cummt and planned LLW R&D activities that am or
will be addressing identifkd LLW needs, (4) recommending strategies for addressing LLW R&D
needs that nmain to be addressed, and (5) mpoxtingon progress of and results iiom these activities
that address LLW management program R&D needs. ‘Ile RDTI’ will have members from sites with
LLW disposal facilities and the Department’s National Laboratories with expertise in LLW
management research & development projects. Individuals will be chosen considering the potential
for conflicts of interest. The RD’IT will identify in its recommended strategies to the LLWMTG,
R&D organizations with recognized resources, capabilities, and expertise to meet identified R&D
needs. The LLWMTG will negotiate with these organi tio~ for rev”sed or ne

#
u. <L.ti)olo, ~V~*~ that fulfillLLW management program R&D requirements. The TD 1sone organb~on at 1sexpected to

provide, at least in pr@ the required R&D support.

Office of Environmen~ Safety, and Health

The Office of Environment Safety and Health (H-I) will provide technical assistance to
development of n@rements and guidance for LLW management through its Office of
Environmental Policy and Assistance. EH will provide oversight through the Oftiee of Oversight.

‘he Office of Oversight in EH will provide independent verification of conformance to established
policies and nx@rements. In particular, it will verify compliance with the safety principles
identifkd in the Department’s October 21, 1994 letter to the DNPSB articulating the functions the
Department deems necessary for an effective safety management program. The Oftice of oversight
will not directly suppott or participate in programmatic activities relating to activities at DOE low-
level nuclear waste and disposal sites, nor will it prescribe program solutions to safety issues relating
to these sites.
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Oversight is not a substitute for line management’s responsibility to perfom reviews and self-
assessments of its activities to ensure the effectiveness of its opemtions. Line management has full
responsibfity and authority for the safety of its activities. Line management has the nxponsibility to
recognize the safety significance of its activities and must ensue that its organization is well-
structurw$ with clear lines of authority, communication, and welldefined responsibilities; and that
its safety policies, requirements, and procedures are established, understood, and pmcticed by all
coneemed paties.

B. Management
The Organization deseribed above will operate in awotdanee with the following management initiatives
and functions in order to bring about the improvements in LLW management through an integrated
program.

1. Project Management

a.

b.

c.

d.

Project Management Plan

A Project Management Plan (PjMP) will be prepared and implemented by June 30,1995 by
the LLWMTG to manage the task initiatives and commitments described in this Implementa-
tion Plan. The PjMP WUcontain: detailed schedules and assignments and responsibilities for
tasks; the duties, responsibilities, and qualifications for individuals accomplishing initiatives;
teporting requirements for individual tasks; other requirements for effective completion, and;
a description of progress tracking on tasks.

Change Control

A change control process will be developed and instituted by the LLWMTG to effect changes
in this Implementation Plan if schedules for deliverables and/or interim milestones are affected
by external forces that cannot be predicted at this time.

Quality Assurance

The LLWMTG will assure the quality of technical work and products at the progmrn manage-
ment level. Improvements to the review procedure for PAs will be implemented in which
quality records will be identified and record-keeping procedures explained. Qualifications of
personnel are (or will be) addressed in charters describing the roles and responsibilities of the
PATT, PRP, and the RD1’T, The qualifications of personnel to participate in conducting the
complex-wide review is addressed in Section V. Training for personnel to pwticipate on the
complex-wide review is addressed in Section V, and for serving on the PRP is described in
Section VI. The PjMP will include progress tracking of schedules and milestones to ensure
that commitments are being met in response to Recommendation 94-2.

Reporting

The LLWMT’Gwill establish a regular report format and provide reports semi-annually to the
Board on progress on the commitments described in this Implementation Plan. The report will
also be furnished to the Low-Level Waste Executive Management Group to ensure that they
are kept abreast of developments at the same time as the Board.
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e. National Environmental Policy Aet

The initiatives described in this Implementation Plan may result in policies, requimnents,
technical documents, and program planning documents. These initiatives will improve
compliance with DOE directives for existing and planned facilities which am or will be
covered under existing or planned National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) evaluations, as
appropriate. The task initiatives will not directly result in new or redesigned facilities.

DOE is aheady evaluating alternative strategies for improving its management of LLW, and
the Department is evaluating the environmental impacts of these alternatives in programmatic,
site-wide and project Environmental Impact/Statements. The Depatrnent intends to coordi-
nate the development of the initiatives described in this plan with these ongoing NEPA
analyses and other NEPA analyses, as appropriate.

The ~ of proposed changes in the management of LLW described in the docu-
mentation prepared under this Implementation Plan w mmdt in operational changes or in
facilities being built or modified. Such decisions however will not be made until the comple-
tion of any required analysis under NEPA.

2. Management Interfaces

Besides the organizational changes and amangements explained above, some existing management
interactions and interfaces will be utilized more effectively through the conduct of task initiatives in
response to DNFSB 94-2.

a Interfaces with Operations Oflice and Laboratories& Management& Operating
Contractors

The establishment of the LLWMTG reporting to The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste
Management will bring higher level management attention to LLW, nmlting in mom re-
sources to fund and oversee programs and projects involving the management of LLW at the
Operations Offices and Sites. The Operations Offkes will be directly involved in the core
processes and organizuional elements in policy-making and program dim.ctio setting through

dthe activities responding to Recommendation 94-2. Operations Ot%ce~# O contractors
will be lead teduical staff on the LLWMTG, and will provide the majority of the staff which
will conduct the complex-wide review, and the other technical studies described. M&O
contractors form the staff of the PATT, and PRP, and will staff most of the RD’IT. Operations
OffIce program managers form the membership of the LLW Steering Committee.

b. Interface with Office of Compliance and Program Coordination

The integrated LLW program will result in a greater role for the Offke of Compliance and
Program Coordination. Following the completion of the complex-wide review, which is the
responsibility of the Office of Compliance and Program Coonlination, a decision will be made
to institute a process for self-assessments of and technical assistance to the LLW Management
Program to conduct an internal evaluation of progress in meeting the commitments described
in this Implementation Plan. The Office of Compliance and Program Coordination maybe
determined to have this msponsibllity. As the program initiated by the Offke of Environment,
Safety, and Health evolves, the Offke of Compliance and Program Coordination will play a
greater role in ensuring Mice of Waste Management program managers are aware of compli-
ance activities. The Offke of Compliance and Program Coordination may issue guidance and
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other documents to program managers and Operations Offices to ensure that new requirements
are understood and complied with.

c Interface with Office of Environmental Restoration

The interface between the LLWMTG and the OfYiceof Environmental Restoration (OER) will
be stmmgthenedas a xesultof this Implementation Plan. Pursuant to CERCLA andlor RCRA,
Environmental Restoration removes LLW in performing cleanup work. Oftlce of Waste
Management operations provide waste management services for some of this LLW. In other
instances, Environmental Restoration may dispose the waste onsite as part of the CERCLA/
RCRA remedial action. However, RCW would apply to LLW disposal sites only if mixed
LLW is present

As a nasultof the task initiatives in this Implementation Plan, Environmental Restoration
projects being conducted under CERCLA and/or RCRA may be impacted. Consequently,
Environmental Restoration personnel will be assigned to serve on the LLWMTG to interact
with program managem and Operations Office personnel to ensure programs and projects
managed by Environmental Restoration for the removal of LLW under CERCLA ardor
RCRA are integrated with Waste Management LLW programs. Also, Environmental Restora-
tion representation will be increased on the LLW Management Steering Committee to assist in
developments that could potentially impact Environmental Restoration projects, and to provide
another vehicle through which Environmental Restoration senior management may obtain
regular repmts on task initiatives and the LLW management program. Environmental Restora-
tion representation will also & heavy on teams conducting Site .&essments under the com-
plex-wide review to ensure that the current situation with CERCLMRCRA sites is evaluated,
and that inactive disposal sites and other source terms being evaluated under the CERCLA
and/or RCRA program are fully understood.

L

d. Office of Technology Development Interface

The LLWMTG will use the existing interfaces to interaet with the Office of Technology
Development (OTD) and its reeently formed Focus Areas. Interactions regarding LLW
management program R&D requirements are expected to be greater in both context and
frequency than cument interactions. Recommended strategies for meeting LLW R&D require-
ments, whether through OTD or other organizations, will be coordinated with OTD by the
RD’IT. OTD will provide prompt progress and results reports of its LLW R&D projects for
dissemination within the LLW management program.

e. Interface with Office of Facility Transition and Management

The LLWMTG will interface with the Office of Facility Transition and Management (OFTM)
in the same capacity as present but with an emphasis on volumehventory projections of
LLW. The intetiace will ensure that information on facilities being managed by Facility
Transition that will be scheduled for decontamination and decommissioning in the near-term
are appropriate y considered in development of LLW projection guidance and methodologies.

f. Interface with Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Environmental Protection Agency

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) are the two most important Federal agencies for the Department to interact with
concerning the standards and teguhitions pertaining to management of LLW. Representatives
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of NRC and EPA are on the PAIT and PRP, and an attempt to expand their roles will be made
if additional assistance on coordination or review of PASbecomes necessary. The existing
interfaces with NRC and EPA on reviews of documents prepared by the two agencies til be
continued under the management of the LLWMTG. This includes proposed environmental
standards, roles, and regulatq guidance. The LLWMTG will continue to keep abreast of the
standards development affecting the disposal of DOE LLW, and developments in regulations
and guidance affecting the commemial disposal of LLW through this interface.

g. Interface with Advisory Committee on External Regulation

The recently chartered Advisory Committee on External Regulation of DOE Nuclear Safety
will be making recommendations on whether and how new and existing DOE nuclear facilities
and opemtions might be externally regulated to best protect public safety and health and the
environment, ehminate unnecessary oversigh~ and reduce costs. The Committee will submit
its nxomrmmdations to the Secretmy and simuhammusly to the White House, the Ofke of
Management and Budget and the Council on Environmental Quality. The Secretmy has asked
for an interim repoxtin six months and final recommendations by the end of 1995. The
Committee will also examine whether national security programs may warrant special treat-
ment. The LLWMTG will share information with the Executive Director of the Committee on
results of patinent task Miatives in this Implementation Plan. This intemction will ensure the
Committee has full use of information developed in response to Recommendation 94-2 for
their use in developing recommendations on the possible external regulation of DOE LLW.
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IV. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING APPROACH
FOR LOW-LEVEL WASTE MANAGEMENT

A systems engineering approach for low-level waste managernen@vill be applied to provide a technical
basis with clearly identified interfaces for the management of the Department’s LLW. This process will
be designed and applied to enwue the improvements are well-structured within an integrated program and
are prioritized appropriately. The systems engineetig approach will evaluate the privatization of LLW
d@osal as one scenario for process improvement.

The approach will form the basis for development of program planning documents which will fully define
the integrated progmm for LLW management and methods for establishing LLW projects and prioritizing
them. The systems engineering approach which will be used is an iterative process which utilizes periodic
reassessments to ensure that program level and project documents are always kept current, and site
activities are prioritid properly. This iterative process means that decisions are always made consider-
ing the most uptodate information on program strategies, recpkments, and performance.

LLW Management Mission

LLW Management Strategies

t\

UW Systems
Engineering Evaluation

UW Strategic Plan
LLW Program Requirements

1
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I
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I
I

I

LLW Program Plan
- Requirements LLW Programs&I1
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I
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(Syate~a~geering
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I 1

A.-. ---.e*KaLusEcn-------_ -L____ BEe!u*ccn-____-_i

L
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figure IV.1:SystemsEngineeringApproachfor llW Managemerrl

A. Approach
The systems engineering approach for low-level waste management follows the process illustrated in
F@re IV.1. The mission and program strategies of the LLW program and the bounding requirements are
inputs to an initial system evaluation. The resuhs of the initial system evaluation form the basis for
reftig the programs strategies where necessary and developing a strategic plan. This step in the process
also includes developnwnt of a progmrn requirements document which describes the requirements and
constmints so that programs and projects can be properly designed. The next step is to develop a program
plan which will provide information on priorities and actions necessary to achieve the desired program of
LLW management. The program plan will include a program of either self-or independent assessments
to continue the process of improvement started with the initial evaluation.
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The systems engineering approach will evaluate the safety merits and demerits of privatizing disposal of
DOE LLW. The results of this analysis will form the basis for including any, or pats of any, privatization
strategies for improving the LLW management program.

B. Integrated Program Planmng“ Documents

The foUowingprogram documents detail the complete systems engineefig evaluation of the LLW
management systmm and will form the foundation of the newly integrated LLW management program
when they are completed. The following tasks dlect the iterative approach that will be pursued in the
systems engineering analysis for LLW. The initial fictional analysis (task initiative 1) will be revisited
as the dacuments in the tasks that follow (task initiatives 2- 4) am prepared.

1. Systems Engineering Evaluation

a. Description: The Department will complete and document a systems engineering evaluation
to accomplish the mission of the LLW program by ident@ng the key technical and progra-
mmaticfunctions of the pro- describing the input and output requi.mmentsand constmints
for these functions, and establishing the criteria for effectively determining system perfor-
mance. This will provide the technical basis for management of LLW, and the baseline inputs
to focus the inquiries to be conducted in the complex-wide review.

b. Milestone: Prepm DOE LLW management system engineering evaluation report

-+ c. Due Date: June 30,1995

d. Responsibility: Low-Level Waste Management Task Group

2. Low-Level Wrote Program Strategy

a. Description: The Depamnent will complete and document a Program Strategy laying out the
programmatic strategies, policy initiatives, and assumptions for achieving the integrated LLW
program. This will guide development and prioritization of programs and projects needed to
achieve the desired future state of LLW management.

b. Milestone: Prepare LLW management program strategic plan

c. Due Date: September 30,1995

d. Responsibility: Low-Level Waste Management Task Group

3. Low-Level Waste Program Requirements Document

a. Description: The Department will complete and document LLW management system require-
ments and constmints, and prioritize the requirements based on the criteria used in the evalua-
tion for measuring system performance. ‘l’hiswill provide integration at the project and
program level to begin achieving consistency in decision-making in the LLW program.

b. Milestone: Prepare LLW management system requirements document

c. Due Date: December 31, 1995

d. Responsibfity: Low-Level Waste Management Task Group

—---
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4. Low-Level Waste Program Management Plan

L

a. Description: The Department will complete and document a Program Management Plan
addressing the improvements needed in the LLW management system. Based on the previ-
ously described documents, the Progmn Management Plan will describe the near-term and
longer term actions, schedules and responsibilities necessary to achieve the desired future state
of the LLW management system. It will identify the key management interfaces, organization
structure for management and the appropriate divisions of responsibilities between DOE
Headquarter and Operations Offices. This Implementation Plan serves as the baseline
program plan for the LLW management pro- and actions in it will be incorporated into
the LLW Program Management Plan. The PJ/vIPpmpamd to manage and track progress of the
task initiatives in this Implementation Pl~ (see Section III) will be factored into the program
plan where appropriate. The Progmn Management Plan will describe the dissolving of the
LLW Management Task Group and how the responsibilities for continual improvement in the
LLW program are assumed by other entities. The Program Management Plan will also include
the process of reevahuition of the LLW management system to maintain the LLW manage-
ment system improvement process.

b. Milestone: Prepare LLW Program Management Plan

c. Due Date: April 30,1996

d. Responsibility: Low-Level Waste Management Task Group

5. Periodic Systems Assessment

Periodic reassessments of the LLW management system will be conducted using the systems
engineering approach to maintain the process of improvement sti by the initial systems
engineering evaluation and subsequent program documentation. The necessary steps of the systems
engineering evaluation are repeated to update information and perform the analysis to determine if
any changes to the results are found. The reassessment process which will be used by the LLW
management system is illustrated in Figure IV.2.
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Assessments of site activities will be conducted for their effectiveness and compliance with LLW
management systems requirements, and corrective actions will be closed or rnodifi~ or additional
corrective actions identified to continue improving the management of LLW at the sites. The
assessments conducted will either be self-assessments or independent assessments.

Utilizing input from a regular review and assessment of changes in standards, guidance, and
practices of the commercial industry and international organizations, and feedback from the site
assessments, revisions to LLW management system policy, directives, requinxnents, guidance, and
standards will be made as appropriate. If necessay, the program requirements document, the
strategic plan, and the program plan can be changed appropriately in otder that priorities axEchanged
properly, and resources and funding are channeled to the highest priority activities as determined by
this continual process of reevaluation. This program for reevaluation will be described in the LLW
Program Management Plan.

C. Systems Engineering Evaluation of Privatization
Once the systems engineering approach has progressed sufficiently to be factored into the complex-wide
review and to initiate program planning documents, the safety merits and demerits of privatizing disposal
of DOE LLW will be evaluated.

1. Evaluation of Privatization

a. Description: Information will be appropriately factored into the systems engineering approach
to evaluate a privately operated facility located away from DOE sites for the exclusive disposal
of DOE LLW, and using a private commercial disposal fm to operate a LLW d@osal facility
at a DOE site. Other options may also be examined as the process develops in the analysis.

b. Milestone: Prepare privatization Evaluation Report

c. Due Date: March 31, 1996

d. Responsibility: Low-Level Waste Management Task Group

.-
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J? COMPLEX-WIDE REVIEW
‘---

A. Dwussion

1. scope

A complex-wide review of low-level radioactive waste treatrnen~ stomge and disposal sites will be
conducted to identify environmental, safety and health vulnerabilities for which corrrxtive actions
will be developed. It will include the radioactive component of mixed low-level waste (MLLW).
The review will address generation of low-level waste in terms of meeting waste acceptance criteria
for receiving facilities, but will not address waste rhhizadon practices of LLW generators. It will
also not address LLW transportation. The review of individual sites will follow defined evaluation
criteria and a process for scnxning deficiencies and weaknesses to identify vulnerabilities. It
initially will include a comprehensive survey of all active and planned LLW treatment, storage and
disposal facilities and all past disposal facilities. Following the survey, selected sites will receive an
independent on-site assessment that will consider results of other recent evaluations and determine
the rationale for additional on-site assessments at other facilities. ‘l’hereview will result in
prioritized vulnerabilities as bases for corrective action plans and establish a process for closing-out
corrective actions and monitoring ongoing performance. Stakeholder pdcipation in this complex-
wide review will be promoted and conducted through existing site adviso~ boards which interface
with stakeholders.

2. Objective

The complex-wide nwiew has four objectives: (1) To identify environmental, safety and health
w.dnerabilitiesassociated with the Department’s management of low-level radioactive waste; (2) To
form the basis for an integrated and planned set of actions by field management to correct the
identitled vulnerabilities; (3) To prompt development of new requirements for managing LLW; and
(4) To establish a process and methodology for periodic reviews in the fhture as a means to assure
compliance with approved requirements. The complex-wide review will be considered complete
when complex-wide LLW management vulnembilities am being corrected effectively by field
management and LLW management practices are being monitored by established audit or
assessment organizations within DOE in accordance with existing or strengthened DOE
requirements. ‘he condhions for completing the complex-wide review and inhiating on-going
periodic vulnerability assessments and related corrective actions will be determined by the Office of
the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Compliance and Progmm Coordination.

3. Approach

The approach to objectives (1) and (2) identified above will be based on a ‘Target-Bamier-Hazard”
analysis: As a function of the “haz-xd”at a given site determined by waste form and radionuclide
inventory, the review will foeus on challenges to “barriers” repmexu.ed by the waste packaging, the
natural and engineered features of the facility, and the site’s administrative controls. Identified
weaknesses in the “barriers” will then be classified aeeording to their impact on “targets”: workers,
the public, and the environment. The analysis will be conducted initially through a survey led by
DOE Operations Offkes and supported by contractor personnel. The analysis will continue through
selected on-site assessments performed by DOE and contractor persomel independent from the site.
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Both the surveys and the assessmentswill have de!lned measurement criteria (described below

under Methodology) and be perfomed by trained and qualified personnel. The analysis will define
vulnerabilities as a function of their likelihood of occumencecombined with their potential
radioactive exposure or impact on workers, the public or the environment. Vulnerabilities will be
prioritized according to their relative
risks. and serve as the basis for

- Administrative Contmla –~recommended corrective actions to I

be approved by DOE managexmmt
and implemented by DOES field
organizations. This analytical
approach is illustrated in F@um V.1.

The approach to objectives (3) and
(4) identified above will be based on
implementation experiences and
outcomes in achieving the first two
objectives. This approach will
address DOES self-regulation
effectiveness, the management
process to ensure adherence to DOE
Orders and directives, as well as the
processes for identifying non-
compliant conditions and closing-
out related corrective actions. The
approach will be through a
Continuing Derforrnance-based

— Facility Faa!uraa _ ~ Evaluation Criteria

.2
Vulnerabilitias

Vuharabilities

MWW3T-113-

W

/

Probability of
Adverse
Condition

Release or
Exposure

Consequence

e.

assessment program. FigureV.1: Complex-WideReview-ArtalytkolApproach

4. Roles and Responsibilities

The complex-wide review is the msponsibfity of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Compliance
and Program Coordination, reporting to the Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management.
The review is administered through an Asessment Working Group that nqmrts to a dedicated
manager in the OCPC and oversees the activities of Site Assessment Teams and Working Group
Assessment Teams. An outline of the management organization for the complex-wide review is
diagramed in Figure V.2. The composition and responsibilities of these organizations follows:

QCEQ SPWfiC compkx-wkk review responsibilities are:

● Ensuring that the review has sufficient priority and adequate resourees to cany out related
tasks and actions as scheduled.

● Reviewing and approving work products and recommendations from the Assessment
working GmUp.

● Communicating review progress to DOE management and the DNFSB.

● Resolving emerging issues related to DOE policy, directives or guidance, or to working
relationships with or regulations of other Federal agencies.

“ Establishing criteria and determining conditions for declaring completion of the complex-
wide review.
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L
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teams
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implementing corrective actions

Performs independent on-site
evaluations
Identifies vulnerabilities
Recommends site specific
corrective actions

FigureV.2: Complex-WaleReviewMonogementand Organization

~ Grow : This group is composed of manager-level representatives from the
OffIce of Waste Management (OWM), the Office of Environmental Restoration (OER), the Oftlce
of Environmental Policy and Assistance (OEPA), and affected DOE field organizations, including
management & operating contractors and consultants with working knowledge of LLW disposal
requirements and practices. It has responsibdity foc

“ Chartering, deffig qualifications for, and appointing Site Assessment Teams and Working
Group Assessment Teams.

Q Developing a site evaluation survey instrument that includes Chapter III of DOE Order
5820.2A and considers 10 CFR 61.
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

9

●

Ensuring that there is a clearly defined technical basis for determining overlap of soume
terms from LLW disposal sites.

Developing an Assessment Plan that includes site assessment criteria and mwiewapproaches.

Deftig training needs of and conducting training for Site Assessment Teams and Working
Group Assessment Teams.

Defining the site selection process for prioritizing reviews.

Defining a scneeningprocess for identifying wdnerabilities.

Evaluating completed site surveys and assessment reports.

Dispositioning stakeholder inputs.

Preparing the complex-wide review report.

Recommending complex-wide cormtive actions.

Ensuring preparation of site-spec~lc corrective action plans by site management.

Developing a continuing performance-based assessment program.

~: These teams are composed of DOE employees and M&O contractors from
each site under review who have technical knowledge of LLW and of treatment storage and
disposal facilities at that site. The size of each team will be a function of the number and variety of
LLW facilities at a given site, but is expected to range from four to twenty persons. For their
respective site, each team is responsible for

● Completing any training requirements designated by the Assessment Working Group.

● Preparing responses to the site evaluation survey.

● Supporting WoAing Group Assessment Teams during site visits in such areas as logistics,
facility walkdowns, technical contacts, interview schedules and document reviews.

“ Assisting site management in developing corrective actions to vulnerabilities identiikd by
Working Group Assessment Teams.

work@ cirouD~ These teams am composed of DOE employee and M&O
contractor representatives from locations other than the site being mwiewedplus one or more outside
tedmicaJ experts or consultants. Colkxtively, team personnel will have requisite technical
knowledge of LLW requirements and practices, and experience in disposal facility assessments.
The number and sizes of teams will be a function of survey results, but it is expected that two to four
teams of four to ten persons each will be needed. The on-site period of the assessment will be a
function of the number and variety of the LLW facilities at a given site, but is expected to mnge
horn one to three weeks. For their assigned site, each team is responsible fo~

c Reviewing and understanding the completed site evaluation survey.

“ Completing any&aining requirements designated by the Assessment Working Group.

“ Conducting a petiormance-based evaluation of LLW management through appropriate
document reviews, personnel interviews and observations in accordance with pre-defmed
assessment criteria and review approaches as set forth in the Assessment Plan.

● Documenting performance deficiencies or weaknesses and identifying potential vulnerabili-
ties through application of a predefmed screening process.
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‘\-

5.

“ Reviewing site recommended actions to comect weaknesses and vulnerabilities.

● Interfacing, as appropriate, with stakeholders through established on-site organizations.

● Preparing a site assessment report.

Methodology

Me!Mziim:Allactive and planned LLW treatment storage and disposal facilities, including
mixed+uiMWLW and all past disposal facilities will be surveyed. The identiilcation of sites for
fu@er on-site mwiewswill be based on survey results and the scheduling of such reviews will be
prioritized. Fmt priority will be given to: All @ve LLW treatmen~ storage and disposal facilities;
all disposal facilities under construction or constructed and not yet used; and any inactive disposal
facilities which potentially add to doses tlom active or planned disposal facilities because of their
relative proximity, their potential for overlap of groundwater plumes or some yet to be defined
technical basis of source term overlap. At least seven sites within this priority will have in-depth on-
site independent assessments: Hanford Site; Maho National Engineering Labomtory; Los Alarnos
National Laboratov; Nevada Test Site; Oak Ridge Reservation; Savannah River Site; and Femald
Environmental Management Project. Second priority will be given to closed LLW disposal
facilities which wem not included in the first priority review. Up to 100 sites could fall into this
priority. Some of these are expected to be subjected to on-site assessments which would begin
during the evaluation period for first priority sites and reflect refinements in evaluation criteria from
the fu-stpriority sites. Sites other than LLW facilities that maybe considered in the complex-wide
review are cribs, ponds, distinct release sites of spills and leaks, and~ contaminated sites
being addressed under the Formerly Utilized,Sites Remedial Action program (FUSRAP) and
Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Actio~~-, if they contribute to the doses from LLW
disposal facilities. The site selection process is outlined in Figure V.3, and examples of priorities are
shown in Figwe V.4.

Assessment Criten“ix Site and disposal facility surveys and evaluations will be completed following
specific criteria for waste management waste disposal facilities, and their related administrative
controls. Criteria for waste management include the appropriate requirements of DOE Orders and
regulations and guidance related to generating, characterizing, treating, storing, and disposing of
LLW, such as Order 5820.2A and subsequent revisions to that order. Criteria for waste disposal
facilities will be used to assess waste packaging and fo~ environmental monitoring, and facility
siting, design, construction and performance assessments. Criteria for administrative controls will
be used to assess procedures, records, training, monitoring and trending. Criteria will be applied to
the facdity under adverse conditions, accidents or postulated events such as those covered in
applicable safety analysis reports, as well as to the facility’s capability to respond with compensato~
measures. Examples of site evaluation criteria and related review approaches are identified in Table
V-1. Examples of survey contents are identifkxi in Table V-2. These examples are for illustrative
purposes only and will be further developed for use in the complex-wide review. Assessments of
active and planned disposal facilities will consider the status of efforts in completing performance
assessments as deseribed in Section VII of this plan.
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TableV-1: ExampleEvaluationCriteriaand ReviewApproaches

c Criteria: Facil”Ryinventones of LLW are well controlled and documented.

ReviewAwrwhOs

- Review applicable inventory mntrol procedures and records
- Observe staging of LLW containers for disposal
. Intetview responsible indtidual who manages LLW inventoty

● Criteria: LLW storageldisposal containers show no sign of corrosion, mechanical damage or
loss of containment integrity.

Review ~

Review inspection criteria and records for monitoring condition of containers
Inspect storage/disposal containers for degradation
Intetview at least three operators about their responsibilities for packaging conditions and
understanding of packaging requirements

● Criteria Adverse condtions/events in treating, storing, or disposina of LLW are evaluated and
documented, and any lessons-learned from past actions are routinely implemented.

Review ~

Review facility’s incident investigation program and incident repott.sover last three years
Interview person responsible for reporting or investigating adverse condtions/events about
investigative methods and application of “lessons-learned”

● Criteria Design requirements for LLW treatment, storage and disposal facilities are docu-
mented, and modifications to facilities are analyzed, documented and approved.

J+evie~
- Review available documentation regarding functional requirements and any related safety

bases for facility
Review any facility modification packages for recently completed design changes or
installed modifications, including design engineering calculations if required

. Interview responsible engineering supervisor regarding review process for initiating and
approving facility modifications

● Criteria: Good housekeeping and maintenance practices are evident throughout the facility.

Review AQUUWES

- Complete facility walkdown to observe general level of orderliness and method by which
maintenance deficiencies are documented.
As applicable to the facility, review documented backlog of maintenance requests and
sample adequacy of completed maintenance orders (preventive and corrective)

- Review maintenance program and related procedures related to the facility
Intewiew responsible maintenance manager regarding maintenance requirements and
practices
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● Criteria: Handling of LLW is in accordance with approved procedures within an administrative
system that ensures procedures are current and accurate, and that address normal, abnormal
and emergency conditions.

F@fk3W ADDrOaCheS

Review applicable handling procedures, including procedure for change control.
- Observe activities, if possible, for evidence of procedure adherence

Interview a supervisor and operator regarding understanding of selected procedures and
training in abnormai/emergency conditions

● Criteria: Appropriate monitoring and characterization activities exist for worker safety and
environmental protection using acceptable sampling and analytical methods.

R13R.

- Obsewe operating status of applicable monitoring equipment and note any deficiencies
- Observe if possible ongoing practices in handling samples, including use of analytical

equipment and calculations
Review records on sampling, characterization, and monitoring equipment repair for past
twelve months

. Interview responsible technician regarding trending programs

● Criteria: Facility is staffed with personnel who demonstrate adequate awareness of safety and
environmental protection requirements and who act in compliance with those requirements.

Review Aprxoaches

- Observe conduct of operations appropriate to facility
Review available training records of selected personnel about training program require-
ments on personnel safety and environmental protection

- Observe for adequacy of shift staffing

● Criteria: The point of responsibility transfer and acceptance criteria for LLW from generation to
storage, to treatment, and to disposal is clearly identified and documented.

Review AWroacm

Review audit programs on waste acceptance criteria
Review existing interface agreements or organization responsibilities
Interview selected managers across waste management functions regarding their under-
standing of transfer in responsibility
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TableV-2: Examplekey Instrument

* A portion of the survey maybe represented by questions aligned to evaluation criteria which ate a
part of an on-site independent assessment. An example follows:

Cnterix Facility inventories of LLW are well controlled and documented.

1. What are the locations (e.g., by site aXWAfacility name and/or building number)
and quantities of LLW?

2. What information is maintained in a site or facility databse or record to charac-

terize the LLW identified above in responding to question 1?

3. Do any of the LLW described above contain non-radiological hazrudous
materials? If so, describe the location, type and quantity.

4. List any concerns regarding the control and documentation of LLW at this sitd
facility.

Criteria: LLW stomge@sposal containers show no sign of comsion, mechanical damage or loss

of containment integrity.

1. Identify any corrosion, darnage or breaches in LLW containem.

2. What documents are used to record degradation of LLW containers?

3. Is there a monitoring or surveillance program for waste packaging or containers
prior to disposal? If so, provide documentation describing the program.

4. List any concerns regarding cummt conditions of LLW containers or packaging.

Criteria: Adverse conditions/events in treating, storing, or disposing of LLW are evaluated and
documented, and any kssons-leamed horn past actions me routinely implemented,

1. What adverse conditions/events have occumd during life of the facili~ that
have led to either worker exposure to or environmental release of radioactive
materials?

2. Have any of the responses to question 1 above resulted in mdioactive releases to
the ground water? If so, describe the incident and the quantity of release.

3. Does this facility have an incident investigation program? If so, provide a copy
of related program documentation.

4. How is information about incidents at this facility shared with other facilities?
How is information about incidents at other facilities communicated wit.hh this
facility?

5. List any concerns regarding past incidents at this facility.
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L

~ - From the documented suweys and team assessments identifying
deficiencies and wealmesses, vulnerabilities will first be categorized to determine if they relate, for
example, to the waste container, to the facility’s condition, or to an institutional problem. Examples
of Vulnerabtities are leaking drums, inadequate burial ground dminage, or incomplete source term
analyses. Vulnerabilities are further classed in terms of mdiation exposure to workers or the public,
or radioactive release to the environment based on an evaluation of the probability of an adverse
condition or accident occurring and the consequences due to the type and quantity of LLW. The
likelihood of occurrence is typically simplified to “low,“ “mediu” or “high” as a function of time,
and the consequences are grouped similarly as “low,“ “medium” or “high” as a function of
established dose limits. This classification scheme is then used to prioritize use of resources in
addressing corrective actions. Example wdnerabilities are depicted in Table V-3.

Tablev-3: ExampleVulnerabilities

Category Problem Effect/Consequences

Packaging Inadequate/improper sealing of waste Breach of waste containment/

packaging containers Worker exposure and contamination

Facility Feature Design deficiency: inadequate Increased potential for environmental
drainage contacfinvironmental release.

Facility Feature Through-wall cracks in concrete/ Increased potential for environmental
asphatt contact/Environmental release.

Institutional Inexperienced/untrained personnel Increased potential for accident/
Worker exposure,
environmental release.

Institutional No repackaging program Continued container
degradatiorvWorker exposure and
contamination.

Tam Ttarinmg
. .

: Irrespective of the technical and professional qualifications of members of either
the Site Assessment Teams or the Working Group Assessment Teams, all team members will
receive core training in team-building and in assessment methods for reviewing documents,
interviewing people, and observing activities. Further training may also be used to familiarize team
members with the criteria and methods employed for site-specific surveys and reviews. Members of
Site Assessment Teams may serve as members of Working Group Assessment Teams for any site
other than their home site. For a given site, the work of the Site Assessment Team must be
completed and reviewed by the Assessment Working Group prior to commencement of work by the
Working Group Assessment Team.
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B. Task Initiatives

1. Establish Review Organization and Management

a. Description: The OCPC assigned manager selects an Assessment Working Group (AWG) to
administer the complex-wide review. ‘l%eAWG identifies and selects Site Assessment Teams
(SATS)Ilom each site to perform surveys, and Working Group Assessment Teams (WGATS)
tkom off-site to perform independent evaluations at selected sites.

b. Milestone: Persons andlor organimtions to staff the Assessment Working Group, the Site
Assessment Teams and the Working Group Assessment Teams, including DOE staiT,M&O
contractor staff and independent contractors, are assigned.

c. Due Date: July 31,1995

d. Responsibfity: OCPC

2. Conduct Site Evaluation Surveys

a. Description: LLW sites to be surveyed are identified and a survey instrument is prepared.
Site Assessment Teams are trained on survey contents and survey methods, and perform
surveys at their sites, beginning June 1, 1995.

b. Milestone: Site surveys am completed, with any nquested additional documentation, and
returned to the Assessment Working Group for review.

c. Due Date: August 31,1995

d. Responsibility: OCPC

3. Conduct First Priority On-Site Independent Assessments

a. Description: LLW sites to rtxeive an independent on-site evaluation are identified, and an
assessment plan is developed for each that includes evaluation criteria and a vulnerability
screening method. The plan also considers nxults of other recent assessments such as QA
audits or Conduct of Operations twiews. Working Group Assessment Teams are trained on
assessment plan contents and site evaluation methods, and perform assessments at assigned
sites.

b. Milestone: On-site evaluations are completed for the fwstpriority sites and an assessment
report for these sites is issued.

c. Due Date: Mamh 31, 1996

d. Responsibfity: OCPC

4. Conduct Second Priority On-Site Independent Assessments

a. Description: Assessment methods are mfmed based on experiences from the fmt priority sites,
and assessment plans are developed. Working Group Assessment Teams am trained as needed
on plan contents and site evaluation methods, and perform assessments at assigned sites.

b. Milestone: On-site evaluations are completed for the second priority sites and an assessment
report for these sites is issued.

—
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c. Due Date: August 31, 19%

d Responsibility: O(TC

\

5. AssessImplementation of Corrective Actions by Operations Oflices

a. Description: Corrective action plans, developed by field management in response to identified
vulnerabilities, are being monitored during implementation in view of any new LLW manage-
ment requirements and in accodance with an on-going assessment pmeess.

b. Milestone: A continuing periodic assessment progmm is established.

c. Due Date: August 31,1996

d. Responsibility: O(TC

‘.-
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VI. DOE REGULATORY STRUCTURE AND
PROCESS

A. Discussion
Disposal of low-level mdioactive waste is conducted under the requirements in DOE Order 5820.2A
~ve Waste ~ and other orders and regulations pertaining to the protection of the
health and safety of worke~ the public and the environment. Order 5820.2A is being revised as Order
5820.2B. The Boatd has pointed out several problems that can be traced back directly to the regulations
and orders promulgated by DOE to control waste management and to protect the public health and safety,
or to lack of effective enforcement of those requirements. Several of these problems have also been
identified by the DOE Technical Working Group (TWG) that is responsible for re-writing Order 5820.2A.
Among the problems identified by the Board and the TWG am

“ Performance assessments required by Order 5820.2~ issued in 1988 and immediately effective,
have not been completed for most DOE disposal sites,

● The applicability of Order 5820.2A only to waste disposed of after September 1988,

c Order 5820.2A does not provide adequate coverage of storage,

● Waste packaging requirements in Order 5820.2A are not comparable to commercial require-
ments, and

● Without the PAs being complete, other requirements of Order 5820.2A, such as development of
waste acceptance criteria based on PA results and monitoring to ensure that the PA results are
being met, cannot begin.

These and other problems are now recognized by the Depamnent as being of importance to the safe
management of low-level waste. The problems may be traced back to the geneml nature of the requir-
ementsthemselves, the lack of formal guidance that defines acceptable ways to meet the requirements, lack
of procedures for review and approval of PAs, and the lack of an effective enforcement system to ensure
that requirements are met. Some of these deficiencies are being addressed in the revision of the Order.

Based on the needs identified by the Depmtmeng this plan describes actions to restructure the regulatory
framework that controls low-level waste management. The plan will build on the effoxtsof the Low-
Level Waste TWG for the revision of Order 5820.2A. The restructuring will require both short-term and
long-term actions. Short-tam actions include development and implementation of policies to be issued
by the Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management or Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste
Management, actions concerning the conduct, review and approval of performance assessments, and
development of technical standards and implementation guidance. Longer term activities include issuance
of the revised Order 5820.2B, development of technical requirements, implementation guidance and
standards for low-level waste management and finally ndemaking to codi~ those requirements,

The Department will issue near-term policies, requirements, and guidance to effect immediate improve-
ment in the Department’s low-level waste management system. The Department will specifically define
the roles and responsibilities of various Headquarters and field elements for implementing, overseeing
and approving key low-level waste management requirements. Other policies will address and correct
problems in the area of performance assessment completion, definition of acceptance criteria for low-level
waste performance assessments, and applicability of Order 5820.2A (and eventually 5820.2B) to operat-
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ing and planned disposd facilities, including those developed for low-level waste resulting fmm actions
under CERCLA and RCM.

Concurtmtly, over the longer-te~ the Department will initiate its systems engineering analysis and
complex-wide review to determine needs and parameters for more comprehensive policies, requirements,
and guidance. A review of other nxpirerrtents both commercial and international will be completed.
These activities will be closely coordinated and integrated to ensure that interim improvements address
cummtly understood needs for improvement while longer term actions address both immediate needs and
needs identified by the planned miews.

The Department will undcmdce,the development of detailed requirements and standards for the manage-
ment of low-level waste by continuing ongoing efforts to revise Order 5820.2A and issue the revision as
Order 5820.2B. The ndemaking activities necessary to cod@ the msuking requirements will be initiated
and finished as described in this plan in parallel with the finahzing of Otder 5820.2B. Fiial Tectilcal
Standards and Implementation Guidance to support the Oder will be prepated. The current regulatory
framework the framework that is expected to result after short term actions are finished, and the final
regulatory iiamework are presented in Figure VI.1.

CURRENT NEAR TERM FUTURE

Policy Secretaryof Energy Order Secretary of Energy Order Secretary of Energy Order
(5820.2A) (5820.2B) (5820.2B) (1OCFR8XX)

Rule 10CFR8XX
.—— ——— —. ___ ——— ___ ——— ——— _ ___ ___ ___

Order Waste Management =2;2;CRpfer IV
5820.2A Chapter Ill,

5820.2B, Chapter IV
Management of Low-Level Management of Low-

Management of Low- Waste Level Waste
Level Waste

.—— ___ ___ ,—— ——— ___ . ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Notice
Commitment to Regulatory
Improvement and Application of
Interim Guidance and standards

Manual Low-Level Wssfe
Management Manual
(If needed based on
length or detail of
required procedure)

Safety/ Informal Guides on: Interim Guidance on Application of Formal Implementation
Implementation Implementation Exieting DOE Requirements for Guidance

Guidance Conduct of Performance Performance Assessment DOE/EM-XXXX
Assessments Waste Form and Packaging

Standard Format and Waste Characterization
Content of PA Site Closure

Review Guide for PA S&e Monitoring
Waste Acceptance Criteria

Technical Standarda Formal Technical
Standards
DOf3EM-XXXX

M05-GT.1 13-12 buku~

FigureV1.1: RegulatoryFmmework
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A series of tasks have been defined to provide a means of organizing and then tracking and controlling
L activities planned to improve the regulatory framework for low-level waste management. Those tasks are:

1. Issue Policy on Pre-1988 Source Term and Composite Plumes;

2. Develop and Issue Policy to Strengthen Regulatog Structure;

3. Clarify and Formulate PA Development and Approval Criteria

4. Clarify Applicability of Order 5820.2A to New Sites Including Mixed Waste Disposal Sites and
@RCLA and RCRA Sites;

5. Improve PA Review Process and Divers@ Peer Review Panel Membership;

6. Review Commercial and International Standards and Requirements and Compare to DOE
Standards and Requirements;

7. Develop Uniform Technical Standards;

8. Conduct @ernaking for Low-Level Waste Management

For each taslGa brief description is provided, along with information on process, decision criteria where
needed, and interfaces with other aspects of the implementation plan. For each task, a product is identi-
fied.

1. Directive to include pre-1988 source term and composite plumes

a. Description: Issue OWM directive on inclusion of pre-1988 waste and consideration of other
sources of radioactive contamination. Require sites to submit cevisedschedules by April 1996
for revised PAs which will include pre-1988 waste and other sources of contamination.
Further discussion of the inclusion of all sources in PAs is in Section VII.

b. Milestone: Issue directive

c. Due Date: May31, 1995- > ; ~.,o~ ,~...k j/5/ /~<

d. Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group and OWM

2. Develop and Issue Policy to Clari& and Strengthen Low-Level Waste
Management Regulatory StructuIW

a. Description: The Department will specifically define the roles and responsibilities of various
Headquarters and field elements for implementing, overseeing, and approving key low-level
waste management requirements. The responsibilities for regulatory oversight and enforce-
ment within DOE will be identified; these responsibilities will be independent from the Deputy
Assistant Secretaxyresponsible for executing low-level waste program activities. Field
elements will be required to commit to implementation of interim and future implementation
guidance and technical standards as they are developed, adopted, and approved, as well as
existing DOE low-level waste management mquimments. Consequences for non-compliance
with requirements will be clearly defined, including those conditions that could result in the
shutdown of LLW management operations. -E1’lkmm

.

b. -tikbiwf~ %..$’J
Milestone: Policy statement issued

e
c. Due Date: May 31, 1995
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3.

d Responsibility: Prepanxl by the L.LWManagement Task Group in consultation with the
OffIce of Environmental, Safety, and Health staff and issued by the Assistant Secretary for
Environmental Management and the Assistant Secm.ary of Environment Safety, and Health.

Clarify and Fonmdate PA Development and Approval Criteria

a. Description: The timely development and approval of performance assessments are key
elements of the low-level waste management system. The Department will issue prforrnance
assessment guidance that will provide minimum criteria for an acceptable performance
assessmen~ and guidance on the preparation and approval of low-level waste radiological
performance assessments. The guidance will address:

● Performance Assessment format and content;

● Standard Review Plan for Performance Assessments;

● Critical assumptions for performance assessment preparation; and

“ Performance assessment maintenance progmrn.

The guidance on performance assessment format and content will provide an annotated
outline of the matters to be addressed in a perfomnanceassessment. The standard format and
content and Standard Review Plan will consider existing DOE guidance as well as that
developed by NRC. The Standard Review Plan will include technical criteria for the findings
that must be made to determine that a performance assessment is technically acceptable. The
Standard Review Plan will help provide for consistency of review. The guidance on critical
assumptions on performance assessment preparation will address considerations that are
fundamentally matters of DOE policy such as:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

time of active institutional control,

relationship of active and passive institutional periods,

time(s) of compliance,

points of compliance for performance objectives,

ownership and future land use following closure of a disposal facility,

degree of certainty necessary for compliance demonstration,

purpose of inadvertent intruder assessments,

assumptions regarding human activities relative to demonstrations of protection of
individuals and inadvertent intruder,

use of standardized adult dose conversion factors,

extrapolation to future environmental conditions,

treatment of radon dose in performance assessments, and

interpretation of groundwater protection requirements.

Guidance on inclusion of all source terms in the PAs will be issued under task initiatives
described in Section VII. Any changgs or updates to soume term guidance will be included
with this critical assumptions guidance, if wamanted.

-
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b.1

C.1

d.1

b.2

C.2

d.2

lle guidance on performance assessment maintenance programs will specify criteria for
periodic review of the performance assessments to ensure that the waste acceptance criteria
and design and operational requirements derived from the performance assessments remain
viable, as well as providing criteria for determining when revisions to the perfonna.nce assess-
ments are necessary. The performance assessment maintenance guidance will also address the
nesd to reduce uncertainties in predictions about the long-term performance of disposal
facilities.

Milestone: Publish guidance documents addressing critical assumptions for performance
assessments

Due Date: August 31, 1995

Responsibility: Developed jointly by OWM and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Environ-
ment in coordination with the Performance Assessment Task Team and the Peer Review
Panel, and issued by OWM.

Milestone: Publish remaining PA guidance documents

Due Date: May 31, 19%

Responsibility: Developed jointly by OWM and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Environ-
ment in coordination with tie Performance Assessment Task Team and the Peer Review
Panel, and issued by OWM.

4“ - APPli=b@’ of ~~~er 5820QA (5820QB) ~ New sib ~clud@
RCRA and CERCLA Sits

a. Description: The Department will issue interim Implementation Guidance that defines the
applicability of its low-level waste requirements to all waste management operations involving
low-level waste including those conducted under RCRA and CERCLA. Recognizing that
RCRA and CERCLA disposal and storage sites are also regulated by EPA and in some cases
the states, this guidance will identify the applicable low-level waste requirements for such
activities and specify procedures necessary to demonstrate compliance with the requirements
of Order 5820.2A. The guidance will be referenced in the Notice to be issued to strengthen the
regulato~ structure for implementing and enforcing the Deprutment’s low-level waste man-
agement requirements. The guidance will remain in effect until the requirements axeissued in
a revised Order or as a Rule or as other implementation guidance and technical standards
address the issues.

b. Milestone: Interim guidance document issued

c. Due Date: September 30, 1995

d. Responsibility: The guidance will be developed by OWM in consultation with OER and will
be issued by Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management.

5. Improve PA Review Process and Diversi& Peer Review Panel (PRP)
Membemhip

a. Description: The PRP is now composed of one representative of each site with a LLW
disposal facility, one representative of a LLW generator site, and one representative of the
Office of Environment, Safety, and Health. This roster of the PRP at present contains indi-
viduals with conflicts of intmxt concerning the performance assessments. To reduce the
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b.1

C.1

d.1

b.2

C.2

d.2

potential for conflict of intems4 the member from the site that is the subject of a PA is recused
from the review. This makeup of the PRP has the advantage that the representatives are
extremely knowledgeable about site conditions, LLW, and the LLW disposal facility PAs, and
this knowledge facilitates the PA reviews.

The Department believes that the recusal process should be strengthened to alleviate the
potential for conflicts of interest. The knowledge and experience of the cument PRP will
continue to be utilkzd. The Department will also explore ways to diversify the membership of
the PRP, for example by adding individuals who are not employed at the sites with disposal
facilities or from outside of the Department complex.

In addition, the approval process for performance assessments will be formalii. The
Department will evaluate alternatives to clarify and strengthen the regulatory oversight and
enforcement functions for performance assessments within DOE. Emphasis will be placed on
independence of the oversight fiction tim the Deputy Assistant Semaary for Waste Man-
agement+avoiding conflicts of intemsc assuring that governmental decision making is not
improperly delegated to contractor personnel, and providing adequate technical support to the
decision maker. Organizational alternatives which might be considered could include specify-
ing an existing organizational element fotm.inga new organizational elernen~ or appointing
either a permanent or ad hoe board or committee as the ntgulatory body Esponsible for
approving pexforrnanceassessments. ‘Theappropriate levels of administrative and technical
review mquimd of this DOE mgulato~ body will need to be determined to ensure a suffi-
ciently critical examination of the performance assessments and supporting documentation and
Peer Review Panel repmts.

Milestone: Additions made to membership roster of PRP

Due Date: September 30,1995

Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group

Milestone: Approval process reviewed, modit5edand formally established as Secretary of
Energy Policy

Due Date: May 31,1996

Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group, OWM, Assistant Secretary for Envircmmen-
tal Management Assistant Secmtmy for Environment, Safety, and Health

6. Review Commemial and International Standards and Requirements and
Compare to DOE Standards and Requirements

a. Description: The Department will initiate a process to compare its requirements and standards
for low-level waste management with similar non-DOE systems. Using the results of the
complex-wide review the Deptutment will analyze the reasons for the differences and identify
potential changes to DOE requirements and standards. The scope of the review will include as
examples: applicable NRC requirements and guidance, such as 10 CFR 61 and similar
Agreement State requirements, implementation guides, license conditions, and waste accep-
tance criteria. International efforts such as the L4EA RADWASS program will be considered.
The specific deliverables from this process and their schedules will be designed to provide
primary inputs to the development of short-term implementation guidance and longer term
efforts to finalize Order 5820.2B and to develop and issue a rule concerning low-level waste
management.
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b. Milestone: Repmt comparing DOE and non-DOE m.quimmentsand standards for perfor-
mance assessments and performance assessment maintenance and other waste management
technical areas including waste form and packaging, waste chamcterization, site closure, site
monitotig, and waste acceptance criteria.

c. Due Date: September 30,1995

d. Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group

7. Develop Uniform Ttical Standards

8.

a.

b. 1

C.1

d.1

b.2

C.2

d.2

Description: The Department has initially identified needs for LLW program implementation
guidance and technical standads for performance assessments, performance assessment
maintenance, waste form and packaging, waste characterization, site closure, site monitoring
and waste acceptance criteria. Implementation guidance addressing PAs and PA maintenance
is being issued separately under task initiative VI.3. This initiative responds to the needs for
guidance in the other technicaJareas.

The Department will establish Technical Standards Working Groups to develop or adopt
technical standards and implementation guidance in the technical axeas listed above (except for
PAs), and any other areas as they are identified in the future. Existing commercial and intern-
ationalstandards will be reviewed, compared to Depamnent standards and evaluated for
adoption by the Department. Interim implementation guidance will be issued in the near-term
where critical needs exist.

Following the issuance of the revised Waste Management Order, the Standards Working
Groups will develop and issue final implementation guidance documents and technical
standards on all of the technical areas in LLW management.

Milestone: Issue interim implementation guidance on waste form and packaging, waste
chamcterization, site closure, site monitoring, and waste acceptance criteria.

Due Date: September 30, 1995

Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group

Milestone: Final technical standards and implementation guidance issued to support 5820.2B.

Due Date: May 31, 1996

Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group

Proceed with Low-Level Waste Rulemaking

a. Description: The Department will complete a critical review of DOE Waste Management
Dmft Order 5820.2B to identify essential requirements that should be included in a Low-Level
Waste Management rule. A critical review of requirements is currently being carried out to
fmalti Order DOE 5820.2B. The results of the complex-wide review for first priority
facilities and the evaluations of U.S. commercial and international requirements and standards
will then be used to confm the results of the identiilcation process. The process will also
separate policy, requirements, and guidance. Policy and guidance sections of the Order that
are not already beiig addressed by technkal standards or implementation guidance may be
issued as implementation guides or technical standards, as appropriate.
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b.1

C.1

d.1

b.2

C.2

d.2

b.3

C.3

d.3

Milestone: Report identifying essential m@ements that should be included in a Low-Level
Waste Management Rule

Due Date: May31, 19%

Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group in consultation with the Office of Environ-
men~ Safety and Health

Milestone: Issue draft rule

Due Date: August 31, 19%

Responsibfity: The draft mle will be prepared by the LLW Management Task Group

Milestone: Issue final rule

Due Date: August 31,1997

Responsibfity: The LLW Management Task Group is tesponsibIe for developing the rule.
The rule will be promulgated in accodance with responsibilities as described in DOE system
directives requirements and the Administrative Procedures Act. It will be signed by the
Secretary of Energy.
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VII ● PERFO RMANCE ASSESSMENTS
\.

A. Discussion
The low-level waste performance assessment required by DOE Order 5820.2A is a systematic analysis of
the potential radiological risks posed to the public and environment from a waste disposal facility, and a
comparison of those risks to established performance objectives. The Order specifies that PAs are
required only for waste disposed of after the effective date of the Order (September 26, 1988). A signifi-
cant effofi to prepare the PAs has been undetien over the years since the Order was issued. At this time,
five PAs for active disposal facilities have been ptepared and submitted to Headquarters for review and
approval. Headquarters has completed its review and approval of one of the PAs. Them are an additional
four active disposal facilities for which PAs are at various stages of development and PAs have been or
am being prepared for four planned disposal facilities.

The DNFSB included in Recommendation 94-2 that the PA process should be expedited for the above-
referenced active facilities, and that the scope of the PAs should include past, present and future invento-
ries of low-level waste. The DNFSB further recommended that the Department develop action plans for
cases where the performance objectives are predicted to be exceeded. Separate fi-omthe complex-wide
review (Section V), DOE recognizes that there is a vulnerability because the entire source term potentially
impacting a receptor is not cummtly analyzed in the PAs and compliance with performance objectives
cannot be determined.

The Department agrees in principle with the recommendation that the PAs for active and planned disposal
facilities must account for other potential source terms in the soil and take action if performance objectives
are exceeded. The task initiatives discussed in this section respond to the Board’s specific recommenda-

L tions by committing to schedules to complete the PA process, including the entire source term in PAs, and
evaluating compliance with performance objectives. If performance objectives are exceeded, the Depart-
ment will prepare and implement action plans which identi~ steps to mitigate the impacts determined by
the PA. A cost-benefit analysis maybe a necessary pat of the process for selecting an appropriate
mitigative action. And, although remediation decisions for past disposal facilities may be influenced by
the composite analysis, final decisions will be made through the CERCLA process. Compliance for the
composite analysis will be assessed versus the performance objectives of the Order or regulation that is
applicable at the time of evaluation (see Section VI). The Department is aware of and will continue to
monitor the development of a low-level waste standard by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

For purposes of the PA analyses, other potential source terms include any sources of radioactive contami-
nation in the ground that have a potential for contributing to the maximum calculated dose to a receptor.
Potential sources may be waste disposed of prior to 1988, waste in adjacent solid waste disposal facilities,
disposed transuranic or suspect transuranic waste (unless the~ is a decision to remove the waste), and
plumes fbm liquid waste disposal, leaks, or spills. Transuranic waste in the ground in a storage configu-
ration which the Department plans to recover for shipment to a transuranic waste repository will not be
included as a potential source term.

Tasks defined in Section VI of this Plan will strengthen the PA process by clarifying requirements and
developing an enhanced regulato~ structure and improving the technical standards, guidance and policy
directing the preparation of PAs. One clarification will addnxs the equivalency of a risk assessment
performed under the CERCLA process for meeting the PA requirements. Enhancement of the regulatory
stmcture will include guidance or policy under Section VI.B.3 addressing the following PA consider-
ations:
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● PA Maintenance-Preparing and maintaining PAs is an iterative process. Policy and procedures
are needed to guide continuing PA work and to detail the periodic nwision and review of PAS.

+ ● PA Details-Several aspects of PA preparation have not been formahzed in DOE policy. Policy
andlor guidance on the following topics will be developed and issued:

--’

Tme of Compliance-PA calculations can be canied out many millions of years into the
future. Policy is needed as to whether calculated doses, irrespective of time (peak dose) is to
be used to determine compliance or whether the maximum dose calculated within a time-
frame is to be used.

Future Land U*Long-term land use policy can significantly impact scenarios used in PAs.
Establishment of policy in this area will provide definitive guidance for PAs.

Radon Do-Radon is produced by decay of thorium and uranium isotopes which are
common in DOE LLW. Policy is needed xeganling the consideration of dose from radon in
PAS.

- Groundwater Protection-DOE 5820.2A performance objectives include groundwater
protection. However, speciilcs such as the appropriate measure, the point of compliance, etc.
are not defined.

- Intruder Analysis-The use and applicability of inadvertent intruder analysis will be clarified.

The Department will follow a course of action that takes into consideration the status of PA development
for the active and planned facilities. Experience to date shows that a more thorough analysis has been
conducted once a PA has undergone review by the DOE Peer Review Panel (PRP) and Headquarters.
Therefore, rather than dtit that all PAs be revised to include all contributing source terms immediately,
DOE will proceed with the review and a preliminary ap~mval of those PAs that have been or are about to
be submitted to Headquarters. These P*-~l proce~- ~ugh the review process as it is cun-ently
structured. The preliminary approval is a recognition that the PA is appropriate for the scope for which it
was developed, but that the scope is incomplete until the composite analysis (other source terms) is
included. PAs for the following facilities are included in this category:

● Hanford 20@W Burial Ground

“ Hanford Grout

s Idaho Radio@ve Waste Management Complex
~cti~

● Nevada&iioactive Waste Management Site~

“ Oak Ridge Solid Waste Stomge Am 6

“ Savannah River SaltStone

It should be noted that the PA process is an iterative one. Normally, the fmt iteration is the preparation,
review and approval of a PA in the early stages of development of a LLW d@osal facility. For DOE,
many of the facilities were in existence prior to the ttquirement to prepare a PA. During the facility
operational lifetime, the PA is revised and resubmitted for approval as the situation changes (new waste is
forecast, new data am obtained, etc.). At the end of facility operations, the final iteration of the PA will be
done to validate closure. Thus, approval of the fmt PA iteration which, as noted above for several
facilities, will not include the entire source term, will not pndude the review and approval of future
iterations, the fmt of which will include the enthe source term. A schedule for updating the PAs to
include the entire source term will be required for each facility.
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For those PAs which are in earlier stages of preparation, the entire source term will be included as the PA
is developd. Although this will delay completion of these PAs, it will result in the complete analysis of
the facility’s performance. The following PASfall in this category:

L
● Hanfotd Environmental Restoration Disposal Facility

“ Hanford 2(X)-EBurial Gx-cmd

● Los Alamos Area G

● Oak Ridge L-II Facility.

The PAs listed above and future updates of PAs will be subject to the PA review and approval process
that is developed under initiatives in Section VI. Through these initiatives, the Department will ensure
that the PAs for future facilities include the entire source term.

“>
Completion of PAs for active facilities to include the entire SO-E-. whe~er in ~ update or ~iti~

submittal, will generally n@re longer than a year. The Department has decided that it is appropriate to
conduct an analysis within a year to gain an early understanding of the potential for current LLW dispcd
facilities to be impacted by other sources of radioactive contamination. Themfom, the Depatment will ,,’..

conduct preliminary assessments using simple models to identify sites with potential problems as revealed
by the composite analysis. Screening-level calculations will be used to bound the dose from the other
source terms to receptors considered in the PA for the LLW disposal facility. The Performance Evalua-
tion methodology developed by the DOE Federal Facility Compliance Act Disposal Working Group
provides one tool that may be useful for this purpose. Another mechanism for performing the preliminary
assessments is to complete a&aft PA whkh includes the entire source term.

Guidance for conducting the analysis within one year will be issued. The guidance for this effort will
include tectuical criteria to determine which other sources should be considered. S~_e t.e~s.rnay _&.

excluded from consideration if the exclusion is technically justified. C@teriathat will be considered for—._. _ _—.-—– —
excluding potential’source terms include hydrogeology, proximity; and contaminant travel time. The
source term from pre-1988 waste and other sources will be derived using an appropriate combination of
existing records (waste disposal records, production histories, monitoring dam etc.), field data from
monitoring and sampling, and modeling. In collecting data to support the preparation of the preliminary
assessments or PAs, information on other hazardous constituents in the waste will also be collected to the
extent practical. These other data will not be used in the PAs, but may be usefhl in other evaluations to
determine remedial actions. As in other aspects of performance assessment, a sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis will be done on the source term.

An action plan will be developed if aggregate impacts, as calculated in the preliminary assessments or
PAs ~xceed appli@le@o_~ce objectiv~. The action plans will include proposed mitigating actions
and associated costs. A cost-benefit aii-will be conducted to support decisions on the mitigating
actions to be taken. Potential mitigating actions to be considered include refinement of the analysis,
limitations on the receipt of waste d@osed in the active or planned facility (including possible termina-
tion of disposal operations), and remediation of other sources. Final d~isions on the remediation of past
disposal sites and other sources will be effected through the CERCLA process. Another iteration of the
PA will be conducted to validate the efficacy of the mitigating action.
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B. Task Initiatives
Following are task initiatives to address commitments to complete the PA process for active and planned
facilities, include the entire source trmn in PAs, and perform near-tetm evaluations of the potential
impacts of including the entire some temn. Action plans will be prepared as necessmy based on the
results of the PAS or prelirninq evaluations.

1. Complete performance assessments

a. Description: PAs will be completed for active and planned LLW disposal facilities. As
described above, some of the PAs will be submitted for preliminmy approval with their current
scope which excludes the entire some tetm. The PAs will be submitted by the Operations
Offices and will undergo mwiewand approval (or preliminary approval) by Headquarters. This
review includes a review for technical quality by the PRP.

b. Milestone: The PAs for active and planned facilities will be completed.

c. Due Date: The due dates for Operations Offices to submit a PA to HQ, and for HQ to review
and approve PAs, am shown in F@ureVII.1.

d. Responsibfity: ‘he responsible Operations Office Assistant Manager (see Table VII-l) must
ensure preparation and submission of the PA to Headquarters. The Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Waste Management is responsible for review and approval.

2. Preliminaq assessment of the impact of the entire source term.

a.

d.1

b.2

C.2

C.3

Description: Guidance will be prepared for including evaluation of the entire source term (in
preliminary assessments or PAs) for the active low-level waste disposzdfacilities. The guid-
ance will specify criteria for detemni.ningwhether a source term potentially contributes to the
dose from the active disposal facility. It will also address the approach and quality control for
developing a source term for past disposal facilities. The assessment is to provide an under-
standing of the potential impact of the entire source term at the disposal facility.

Corrective action plans will be prepared in cases where the performance objectives are ex-
ceeded.

Mdestone: Prepare guidance for conducting prdiminary assessments.

Due Date: July 31,1995

Responsibility: The LLW Management Task Group is responsible for preparing and distribut-
ing the guidance.

Milestone: Conduct preliminary assessments and develop corrwtive action plans.

Due Date: March 31,1996

Responsibility: Opemtions Wlce Assistant Managers are responsible for the preparation of
pdiminmy assessments and action plans.
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TableVII-I: PAsto be Completed

Site Facility Responsible ANUPOC status

Hanford Site Grout AM: Jackson Kinzer Submitted to HQ for approval.
POC: George Sanders PRP review complete.

Hanford Site 200 West Area Burial AM: Charles Hansen Submitted to HQ for approval.
Grounds POC: Allison Crowell Being reviewed by PRP.

Hanford Site 200 East Area Burial AM: Charles Hansan Draft to RL 9/95 for preliminary
Grounds POC: Allison Crowell review by PRP.

Hanford’Site Environmental Restora- AM: Linda MeClain Draft submitted for preliminary reiew
tion Disposal Facility POC: Owen Robertson by PRP.

Idaho Nattl Radioactive Waste AM: Tom Bums Submitted to HQ for approval.
Eng’g Lab Management Complex POC: Joel Case Being reviewed by PRP.

Los Alamos TA-54, Area G LLW AM: Ron Hanson Draft to AL 6/95 for preliminary
Nat’1 &b Disposal Facility POC: Jim Orban review by PRP.

Los Alamos TA-67, LLMW Facilitv AM: Ron Hanson Draft to AL 10/95 for preliminary
Nat’1Lab

Nevada Test
Site

Nevada Test
Site

Oak Ridge
Nat’1 Lab

Oak Ridge
Nat’1Lab

Savannah
River Site

POC: Jim Otian review by PRP.

Area3 ~WJIAS AM: Leah Dever, Acting Being developed.
POC: Joe Ginanni

Area 5 Ftw ~> AM: Leah Dever, Acting TO be submitted to HQ for approval
POC: Joe Ginanni 6/95.

SWSA-6 AM: Brian Walker Submitted to HQ for approval.
POC: Bill Gilbert PRP review complete.

L-11 AM: Brian Walker Draft to OR 8/96 for preliminary
POC: Bill Gilbert review by PRP.

Saltstone AM: Steven Richardson Submitted to HQ for approval.
POC: M.S. Glenn PRP review complete.

I

Savannah E Area Vault AM: Tom Heenan Approved by HQ.
River Site POC: W. Smith, IV

AM= Assistant Managen POC = Operations Point of Contact

3. Commit to schedule for updating Pk to include the entire source term.

a. Description: Some of the PAs will be submitted for review and preliminary approval without
including the entire source term. The Savannah River Site E Area Vault PA has previously
been approved by Headquarters. The Operations Offices will submit schedules for updating
these PAs to include the entire source term.

b. Milestone: Submit a schedule for updating the PA and submitting to Headquarters for ap
proval.

c. Due Date: April 30, 1996

d. Responsibility: Operations ~lce Assistant Managers (see Table VII-I).

L
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L

VIII. LOW-LEVEL WASTE PROJECTIONS

A. Discussion
A number of the Department’s currently operating low-level waste disposal facilities collect projections of
fhture generation of LLW from their genemtors for budgeting and project planning purposes as pat of the
waste acceptance programs. These projections capture fhtum expectations of waste generation fbm
programs curnmtly generating LLW. However, the information needed in the projections has been site-
spectlc, depending, in pti on whether the disposal facility was operating on a system of charging
generators for disposal of the waste. Also, them have not been any capacity issues at Department low-
level waste disposal facilities while the LLW being n!ceived was from operating DOE generators. How-
ever, now that the mission of DOE has changed to one of environmental nxtoration, the Department is
faced with a potential dramatic increase in the need for disposal capacity. Consequently, the current
projections of LLW have the following weaknesses:

● disposal facilities do not receive the same quality of projections from on- and off-site generators;

● only current generators submit projections, therefore new and future generation of LLW (espe-
cially environmental restoration waste) is not captured;

“ the projections of LLW received by the disposal facilities are not consistent; and

“ the quality and detail (e.g., radiological characteristics and physical and chemical forms) of data
received by the disposal facihies are insufficient.

Issues dated to disposal capacity will likly be exacerbated as more environmental restoration projects
am undertaken.

The Department has programs and activities underway which begin to address the issue of disposal
capacity relative to the amounts of waste requiring disposal. These include a waste minimization program
and recent effoxtsto develop better estunates of future waste volumes. In implementing the initiatives in
this section, emphasis will be placed on adding to these programs and activities and making them more
responsive to LLW program needs in order to avoid duplicative efforts.

In the area of waste minimization, an evaluation of current waste minimization methods will be under-
taken. The purpose of this evaluation will be to ident@ methods and strategies by which DOE can further
reduce the amounts of waste requiring disposal.

In the area of data collection, there area number of efforts related to low-level waste projection. Informa-
tion necessary to project future waste volumes associated with environmental restoration activities wem
obtained as pan of a 1993 OER Contaminated Media/Waste Data Call. This data compilation provides
specific contaminated media and waste information (including low-level waste) for each environmental
restoration site. The Integrated Database also contains information on low-level waste inventories and
will be utilized as appropriate.

Additionally, DOE is cummtly compiling the Baseline Environmental Management Report (BEMR)
which provides a life-cycle cost estimate to Congress for all environmental management activities,
including waste managemen~ environmental restoration, and decommissioning. For environmental
restoration and decommissioning pcmions of the BEMR, data are being collected on the proposed
remediation strategy; contiated medium and waste type (including low-level waste); total volume of
waste; annual waste volumes requiring treatmen~ storage, and disposal; and planned site of disposal.
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These data will comprise current estimates of the future LLW disposal needs for the remediation and
decommissioning wastes.

As part of B- OER and the Office of Facility Transition Management (OFINf) determined the
number of contaminated surplus facilities that will be transferred to EM in the future. OFI’M determined
the schedule of these transfers and used a model to calculate the volume of contaminated materials
generated by its deactivation activities. OER used another model, the Automated Remedial Assessment
Methodology (AMM), to calculate the volume of waste generated by its decommissioning activities. For
the model, wastes from both OER and OFI’M activities for these facilities were transfemed to OWM for
management. BEMR will be prepared annually; the first edition will be submitted to Congress in March
1995. Plans are to integrate and provide to OWM the information from the Contaminated Media/Waste
Database and BEMR.

B. Task Initiatives
The purpose of the following task initiatives is to build on the ongoing DOE programs and activities, to
encourage further waste mhimkadon activities, and to develop a routine program for projecting waste
volumes and characteristic, and disposal capacity. The projections will cover all low-level waste.

The Integrated Database, the OER Contaminated MedidWaste Database and the annual BEMR provide
DOE with curnmt low-level waste volume projections for environmental restoration, decommissioning,
and current operations. The following two task initiatives will be undertaken to supplement these data for
use in developing a routine program for low-level waste volume projections: (1) survey DOE-wide low-
level waste disposal capacity (both curnmt and planned), and (2) develop and implement a DOE-wide
low-level waste projection program.

1. Biennial Survey of Current and Planned Low-Level Waste Dwposal
Capacity.

a. Description: A compilation of current and planned capacity for low-level waste disposal with
field planning assumptions is needed to determine the baseliie of the cument available capacity
for LLW disposal and ~e long-term capability to dispose of future-generated low-level waste.
TMs survey will focus orIdata not currently being collected, such as the availabtilty of waste
disposal capacity over time, waste characteristics, permitting restrictions on disposal facilities,
as well as various operational constraints. The survey will also take into account and docu-
ment commercial disposal capacity and its use by DOE genemto~. A uniform definition of
capacity will be developed, taking into account issues such as waste inventory, future land use,
and other potential constraints. The survey will also document Operations OffIce assumptions
regarding the rate of waste generation and disposal.

The information on disposal capacity will be collected through the use of a survey form sent to
the Operations Offkes in coordination with OWM program managers. Operations OffIces
will conduct the surveys and report the information to OWM program managers and the LLW
Management Task Group. Results of the survey will then be compiled into a survey repon.
Both disposal capacity and generation rates are dynamic, so the survey will be conducted
initially on a biennial basis. This survey will be evaluated periodically to determine its ad-
equaey.

b. Milestone: Issue Low-Level Waste Disposal Capacity Survey Re~rt - ~~, ~--~. ~ b--t’ ~I I-~ .$

----

—
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c. Due Date: September 30, 1995

d Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group

2. Development and Implementation of DOEWlde Low-Level Waste
Projection Program.

a. Description: Based on low-level waste invento~ and projections information curtently
collected by operating disposal facilities and generated by the BEMR efforts and the survey of
current and planned low-level waste disposal capacity (Task VIII.B.1), a DOE low-level waste
projection progmm will be developed. Review of projection data will occur at Headquarters
and will support the development of the projection progmm. This program will include
current baseline generation and capacity information, and will specify projection techniques to
be used to project futute low-level waste generation and the nxpimd frequency of projections.
The projection will also take into account low-level wastes resulting from treatment of mixed
low-level wastes. The guidance will also discuss the importance of waste minimization
activities for reducing the amount of waste scheduled for disposal. The projections of LLW
generation resulting from this program will be used for the planning, design, and operational
activities at the various LLW disposal sites, development of DOE-wide waste projections,
BEMR updates, other data collection and baseline information efforts. The program will also
have provisions for waste disposal sites to compare past projections to actual receipts, and to
critique current projections with the purpose of improving projection techniques and increasing
the quality of projections.

The projection program will also describe the interrelation between volume projecting,
disposal capacity planning, and project planning. For example, as new projects are identified,
project planning activities will include repmting estimated low-level waste volumes and
characteristics that will be generated, which will be factored into capacity information to
determine if existing LLW disposal facilities can accommodate the new waste volumes. A
more coordinated planning approach to new LLW disposal capacity will result.

The low-level waste projection program will result in the issuance of an implementation guide
to be developed in coordination with representatives tlom OWM, OER, OF’I’M,other DOE
Program Offices (such as Defense Programs and Energy Researeh), and field representatives.
The program will be implemented at both the field and Headquarters levels. Implementation
will be coordinated with the Office of Field Management (FM), and will include integration of
low-level waste projections into life-cycle planning. That is, the volume and characteristics of
low-level waste to be generated and the capacity for disposal will become a consideration in
the approval of future DOE projects, including decommissioning and environmental restora-
tion projects. This will ensure that sufficient disposal capacity will be available for low-level
waste projected to be generated in the future.

b. Milestone: Complete DOE Low-Level Waste Projections Program Documentation

c. Due Date February 28,1996

d. Responsibility: LLW Management Task Group

L-
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3. Develop LLW minimimtion stratqgy

a. Description: DOE will undertake an evaluation of its cunent LLW mkimimdon effo~. The
evaluation will identify efforts that are successful in reducing the amounts of LLW requiring
disposal with the purpose of developing a strategy for extending successful pmctices to other
applications.

b. Milestone: Complete and document an evaluation and stmtegy for improvements to LLW
. . .

mmmuzadon.

9P”
,> - c. Due Date: March 31,1996

7 d. Responsibility: The Waste Minimization Division will be responsible to the LLW Manage--jo ~>
.>b

d
‘,k ment Task Group for developing the repmt.

v’
/ f~%

—
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IX. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
L

A. Discussion
The Department recognizes the need for research and development to support data needs and improve-
ments in the LLW management program.

‘Ile Board has reviewed the Department’s LLW Management Program and provided its 94-2
recommendations for program improvements. In particular, the Board has identified five LLW manage-
ment program research and development (R&D) needs for improving the program:

● Improving modelling and predictive capabtities of radonuclide migration;

● Enhancing the stabiity of bwied waste forms;

● Enhancing the deterrence of intrusion;

● Inhibiting the migration of radionuclides; and

● Reducing the volume of waste to be disposed.

Specillc R&D needs will be identiled to support LLW management program improvements in these five
areas. Other areas will also possibly be identifkd in support of improvements to the LLW management
program.

The task initiatives describe improving the LLW management R&Din two phases. The first phase will
result in a strategy to address needed R&Din the technical areas listed above, which were identified in
Recommendation 94-2. The second phase will address any needed R&D in other areas which may
possibly be identifkd as the other task initiatives described in this Implementation Plan are accomplished.

Currently, there is no coordinated program to (1) identify, implement and guide LLW R&D projects, and
(2) ensure that R&D needs are met. To be responsive to the Board’s R&D recommendations and improve
the LLW management program, the Research and Development Task Team (RJYIT) (Figure III.1 and
Section 111.A.8)is organized to guide the LLW R&D program and provide increased priorities for LLW
R&D projects.

Generally, the RD1’Twill provide a comprehensive catalog of LLW R&D activities that might apply to
uny LLW waste management function (Figure II.1). LLW R&D needs will be coordinated to identifi
those that need to be addressed. These needs will then be correlated with the cataloged R&D activities to
identii (a) those needs already addressed and (b) those that are not addressed. The former will be
reported to the field or LLWMTG element(s) where the need exists and to the LLWMTG. Recommended
R&D progmm strategies for the initiation of projects to address the latter will be developed. The efforts to
inhiate projects to address these will be reported. Other rqmIs will be provided on project progress and
results for those R&D projects that address identifkd R&D needs.

The Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management (EM) has mandated in ~ New @roach tQ
~ Researeh ~ Devel~nt of F.nergy.ActIon pl~
that anew approach be established to focus EM’s OTD environmental researeh and technology develop
ment activities on DOE’s most pressing environmental restoration and waste management problems. The
new approach, as described and documented in the New Approach Action Plan, identifies five OTD
Focus Areas:

● Contaminant Plume Containment and Remediation;

● Mixed Waste Chameterization, Treatment and Disposal;

L
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● High-Level Waste Tank Remediation;
●

● Landfill Stabilization; and

“ Facility Transitioning, Decommissioning and Final Disposition.

Some technology development activities, such as characterization, chemical separations and robotics will
be managed by moss-cutting programs that will work to fulfill the needs established by the individual
focus areas.

Interfaces will exist between the RIYIT and OTD and its five Focus Areas, the Department’s
Environmental Researeh and Development Steering Committee, and OWM Focus Area Representatives
(F@re IX-l). These interfaces will serve to ensure effective and efficient R&D operations and to
coordinate R&D activities dated to LLW management progmm improvements. To the extent practical,
the RDTT will rely on OTD and OWM resources for assistance in fuKdling its LLW R&D responsibil-
ities.

RDTT interfaces will also exist with LLW facility operators, with the reviews, teams, etc. within the
LLWMTG (Figure Ill 1). PEliminmy R&D needs identified through these interfaces will be coordinated
and processed. Results hm related R&D projects will be reported to suppoxt final development and
implementation of LLW management program improvements.

E
DOE Environmental Research

and Development Steering
Committee

~1 * I NRCLLWResearch i

EM-30 Focus Area Representatives

Contamirrant Plume Gene Chou (EM-36)
Containment and
Retilation

Imdfill Stabilization Michael Torberr (EM-32)
Radioscfke Waate John Mookniik (EM-36)

Tank Remadiatiorr

1

EM-50

Croea-Cutting Foeus Areas
Program Integration
Technology Transfer
Other Aganeies (except NRC)
International

Mixad Waste Stephen Domotor (EM-33)
Characterization,
Treatment, and Disposal

Faality Transitioning, David Mark (EM-32)
Decommissioning, and
Final DMpoaftion

MS5(3T-11S.

Figure1X.1: Organizationfor Coordinationto Ensurelow-level WasteManagement Needsare Met

.
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B. Task Initiatives

1. Catalog DOE and non-DOE LLW Management R&D Activities

a.

b.]

L. —= C.1

d.1

b.2

C.2

d.2.

Description: An R&D survey will be conducted to identify those activities where results and
expected results are applicable to LLW management improvements. Existing technology
development database systems will be utilized where available to support this survey.

The scope of this survey will be comprehensive:

● PasGpresent and planned R&D projects;

● OWM, OTD, other Departrnen$ other govemmen~ commercial and international
supported R&D projects; and

● Local site initiatives and activities.

Information and data requirements will be established beforehand in order to expedite the
survey. The desired stmctum and form of the acquired information and data will be defined so
that results can be readily compiled and applied to determine which projects meet current or
future LLW R&D needs.

A catalog of the research projects identified throughout the suwey will be prepared. The
cataloging will be conducted in two phases: The first phase will catalog the activities associ-
ated with the five areas of research identitled by the Board in 94-2; the second phase will
catalog R&D beiig conducd in other LLW management areas.

Milestone: Preliminary LLW management R&D Activities Catalog issued for initial needs
identifki by the Bead

Due Date: June 30,1995 -- n.. / r-~-& + . ~ .L~, > # .J...+&,L-,L L,., n, L..; it V,.-L.,
by f’~dL

Responsibility: IUYIT

Milestone: Other LLW management program R&D Activities Catalog issued

Due Date: Dezember 31, 199j#5

Responsibtity: RD’IT

2. Coordinate the Identification of LLW Management R&D Needs

a. Description: The LLW R&D needs identified by the Board will be verifkd as the initial set of
needs to be coordinated by the RDIT. Any changes or additions to the list of R&D needs
identifkd by the Board, from recommendations of the PATT for example, will be made and
justified by the RD’TT.

Additional R&D needs will be identified through the LLW management program complex-
wide review, the systems engineering evaluation of the pro- and needs analyses and
assessments conducted within the LLWMTG. These R&D needs will be coordinated by the
RDIT with the pertinent identifiers. This coordination will ensure that the need is (a) cornxtly
formukte.d and (b) properly focused to resolve a LLW management program deficiency or
uncertainty. The RD1’Twill then process these coordinated LLW R&D needs.

b.1 Milestone: Initial LLW R&D Needs Statement issued

c.1 Due Date: September 30, 1995

L
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d.1 Responsibility: RDTT

b.2 Milestone: Additional Coo= LLW R&D Needs Statement issued

c.2 Due Date: Mamh

%

, iw) ‘4-. ~’h’ ‘~
d.2 Responsibility: RD -”

3. Correlation of Pas$ Curren~ and Planned LLW R&D Activities with
Identified LLW R&D Needs

a.

b.1

C.1

d.1

b.2

C.2

d.2

Description: The RD’IT will comelate results fmm Task 1 (Catalog of LLW R&D Activities)
with results from Task 2 (R&D Needs Statements). The condation has two purposes:

1) To identi@ R&D activities that meet identified LLW R&D needs

2) To identify LLW needs that am not being addressed

In cases where R&D needs am beiig addresd improved mpoxtingprocedures to the LLW
management program will be instituted for these activities. In cases where R&D needs are not
being addressed, recommended strategies will be developed for meeting these R&D needs.

A systematic correlation method will be developed for use in this task. Preliminary cordated
results for the initial set of R&D needs will be distributed for review in oxderto validate the
method. The validated method will be applied to subsequent R&D needs to conelate them
with pertinent R&D activities. As with the other R&D task Mltiatives, t.iis task will be
conducted in two phases, the first addressing the initial R&D needs identified by the Bead,
and the second phase addressing additional R&D needs identified by the LLWMTG evalua-
tions and improvement process.

Milestone: Correlation of initial R&D needs with LLW R&D activities

Due Date: November 30, 1995

Responsibility: RD’IT

Milestone: Conflation of additional R&D needs with LLW R&D activities

Due Date: May 31,1996

Responsibility: RDTI’

4. Develop and Recommend LLW R&D Strategy

a. Description: Recommended LLW R&D strategies will be developed for the LLWMTG. The
stmtegy is to be based upon an identification of (a) LLW R&D needs that are not behg
addresa and (b) demonstrated R&D capabilities and resoumes, DOE and non-DOE, that can
be applied to meet these needs. The development of recommended strategies to meet these
needs is a four-step process:

1)

2)

3)

Identify pertinent R&D resource and approach options.

Develop prelirnhmy strategies for applying these options to meet unaddressed LLW
R&D needs,

Coordinate pdirninary strategies with appropriate field elements or elements within
the LLWIWIG, and finalize strategies with the LLWMTG.

-
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b.1

c.1

d.1

b.2

C.2

d.2

4) Present recommended strategies to the LLWMTG for action.

An initial strategy will be developed to address the Board identified R&D needs for the LLW
management program based on the evaluations conducted on these initial needs as just de-
scribed. ‘Ile strategy will be developed in time to be codinated and included as appropriate
in the LLW Program Management Plan.

The LLWMTG will be responsible for appropriate action to promote strategy acceptance and
obtain cmnrnitments for the required R&D support. The RD’IT will provide semi-annual
reports, organized by LLW management program facilities, on strategy promotion, commit-
ments, activities and nx.dts related to meeting unaddressed R&D needs.

Milestone: Recommended strategy for initial Board identified R&D needs

Due Date: January 31,1996

Responsibility: RD’IT

Milestone: Recommended stmtegy for remaining LLW management program R&D needs

Due Date: July 31,1996

Responsibility: RDTT
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X. GLOSSARY
b This glossary is intended to provide clarity to the Implementation Plan. It is recognized that some of the

terms listed below may be defined in other ways. The definitions provided below reflect the meaning of
thetermasused inthisplan.

10 CFRPart61: Licensing ~uirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive Waste- Estab-
lished for land disposal of radioactive waste, the procedures, criteri~ and
terms and conditions upon which the NRC issues licenses for the disposal
of radioactive waste containing byproduc~ source and special nuclear
material received from other persons.

L

4ocFRPart 193:

Active DOE LLW

Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for the Management,
Stomge, and DisposaJ of Low-Level Radiation Waste - Being developd
by the Environmental protection Agency as a generally applicable environ-
mental standard on management of LLW. The standard, currently a
proposal dr& consists of three parts: pre-disposal management and
storage, post-disposal performance assurance requirements, and groundwa-
ter protection.

Disposal Facilities: The DOE has currently operating facilities for LLW
disposal at six sites. These sites are the Hanford Site (near Richland,
Washington), Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (near Idaho Falls,
Idaho), Nevada Test Site (Mereury, Nevada), Los Alamos National
Laboratory (Los Akunos, New Mexico), Oak Ridge Reservation (Oak
Ridge, Tennessee), and the Savannah River Site (Aiken, South Carolina).

Baseline Environmental
Management Report A life-cycle cost estimate beiig provided to Congress for all environmental

cleanup activities, including waste managemen~ environmental restora-
tion, and Decommissioning. Data collection efforts for the BEMR are
currently obtaining information on a number of areas including proposed
remediation strategy; contaminated medium and waste type (including
LLW); total volume of waste; annual waste volumes requiring treatment,
storage, and disposal; and planned site of disposal. BEMR provides
volume and cost estimates from 1995 until the completion of cleanup
activities, approximately 2080.

Capacity As used in this document relative to waste volume projections, it is the
quantity in terms of both volume or radionuclide inventory that can be
accepted at a disposal facility.

Complex-Wide Review: A criteria-based assessment of DOE low-level waste management facilities
to identify environmental, safety and health Vt.dnerabilities.
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DOE Oder 5820.2A,
Radioactive Waste
Management: This DOE Order, issued in 1988, established policies, guidelines, and

minimum requirements by which DOE manages its mdioactive wastes.
The Order mandates that all radioactive wastes be managed in a manner
that ensures the health and safety of the public, DOE and contractor
employees, and the environment.

Federal Facility Compliance
Act (FFCAct) Disposal
Working Group Repo* The DOE is required to prepare and submit Site Treatment Plans (STPS)

pursuant to the FFCAct. Although the FFCAct does not require that
disposal be addressed in the SIPS, DOE and the states recognize that
treatment of mixed low-level waste will result in treatment residues that
will teqti disposal in either LLW or MLLW disposal facilkies. As a
result DOE established the DOE FFCAct Disposal Working Group in
June 1993 to work with the states to define and develop a disposal-site
suitability process in concett with the FFCAct and development of the
STPS. This site-suitabiity process and its findings are contained in the
report.

Inactive DOE LLW
Disposal Facilities: The DOE has many locations where disposal of solid low-level waste has

taken place and the facilities me inactive. Most of these inactive LLW
disposal facilities are at the same DOE sites as the six active facilities for
the disposal of LLW. A few of the DOE inactive LLW d@osal facilities
am located at sites that do not have active disposal facilities.

Inadvertent Intrudec A hypothetical person who might occupy a disposal site after closure and
engage in normal activities, such as agriculture, dwelling construction,
mining and/or drilling in which the person might be unknowingly exposed
to radiation iiom buried LLW. Inadvefient intrusion methodologies are
included in radiological performance as~ssments to define general
categories or classes of LLW and for deriving waste acceptance criteria
and facility design and operations parameters.

Low-Level Waste (LLW): Waste that contains radioactivity and is not classified as high-level waste,
transuranic waste, or spent nuclear fuel, or the tailings or waste produced
by the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any om
processed primarily for its source material content. Test specimens of
fissionable material irmdiated for temh and development only, and not
for the production of power or plutoniuw may be classified as low-level
waste, provided the cmcentration ofammuranic waste is less than 100nCi/
g, independent of the level of beta-gamma activity. Low-level radioactive
wastes are generated in almost all activities involving ti]oactive materials
and have generally been disposed of by shallow land burial.

Mixed Low-Level Waste: Waste that satisfies the definition of LLW in the Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 and contains hazardous waste as “

---
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L

L.

Performance Assessment:

Peer Review Panel (PRP):

Performance Assessment

Task Team (PATI’):

defined under RCRA. Generally, radioactive wastes also containing
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) wastes subject to mguhtion under the
Toxic Substances Control Act and 40 CFR Parts 702-799 are also man-
aged as Mixed LLw.

A systmatic analysis of a LLW management disposal facility and its
environs for the purpose of demonstrating compliance with specific
mdiological performance objectives. The assessment addresses not only
the current status of the facility, but also projects fimre considerations for
as long as a potential for significant radiological impacts may exist.

The PRP has the responsibility of reviewing each LLW disposal facility
performance assessment that DOE submits to the PRP. This review by the
PRP is mandated by DOE Order 5820.2A.

The PATT was established by DOE-HQ (OWM) to provide guidance and
recommend policy regarding PAs. Its purpose is to mise and propose
resolution to issues that impact the radiological PAs and ultimately
recommend policy and guidance to DOE-HQ. These issues include times
and points of compliance, scenario development, and modelhcenario
usage.

Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (PEIS): ‘his anahsis will provide DOE with management alternatives for the

LLW it generates. Because LLW has widely varying chamcteristics which
depend on how the waste is generated, the PEIS has developed representa-
tive waste management technologies which can be applied to representa-
tive LLW streams for use in determining emissions and resource
requirements which may result from consolidation alternatives considered
in the document.

Rti~onuclide Migration: The mol ement of radioactive substances from a d@osal site by means of
air, surface water, or ground water.

Stabilization: Creation of a waste form intended to ensure that the waste does not
structurally degrade and affect ovemll stability of the disposal site through
slumping, collapse, or other types of failures that will lead to water infiltra-
tion into the waste. Stabilization will also limit exposure to an inadvertent
intruder since it provides a recognizable and nondispersible waste.

Systems Engineering
Approach: A process applied to a system to provide a technical basis for management

with cledy identified interfaces. This process is designed and applied to
ensure that improvements to a management system are well-structured
within an integrated program and are prioritized appropriately.

—
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XI. LIST OF ACRONYMS AND
ABBREVIATIONS

5820.2A

AWG
BEMR
CERCLA

cm
CSSD
DNFSB
DOE
EH

EM-1
EM-30

EPA

FEMP

FFCAct

FM

FUSRAP

GTCC
L

HQ
IAEA

LANL

LLw

LLw Sc
LLWMTG

M&O

MLLw

NEPA

NRc

ORNL

OEPA

OER
OFTM
OTD
OWM
PA
PA’IT
PEIS

Department of Energy Order, 5820.2A, Badioactiv~ -

MaUWWlu(lggg)
Automated RemediaI Assessment Methodology
Assessment Working Group
Baseline Environmental Management Repoit
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and

Liability Act
Code of Federal Regulations
Current State System Description
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
Department of Energy
Office of Envircmrnent Safety, and Health
~lce of Environmental Management
Assistant Stxxetary for Environmental Management
Deputy Assistant SexxetaIYfor Waste Management
Environmental Protection Agency
Femald Environmental Management Program
Federal Facility Compliance Act
OffIce of Field Management
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program
Greater-than-Class C
Headquarters
International Atomic Energy Agency
Idaho National Engineering Laborato~
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Low-Level Waste
Low-Level Waste Steering Committee
Low-Level Waste Management Task Group
Management and Operating (Contractor)
Mixed Low-Level Waste
National Environmental Policy Act
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nevada Test Site
OffIce of Compliance and Program Coordination
Oak Ridge National Laboratov
~lce of Environmental Policy and Assistance
Ofilce of Environmental Restomtion
OfXceof Facility Transition and Management
Office of Technology Development
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste Management
Performance Assessment
Performance Assessment Task Team
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
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PMP
PRP
QAIQC
RADWASS
RCM
RDTT
SATS
SRS
SWSA
TWG

WAC
WGATS
WTPP

Project Management Plan
Performance Assessment Peer Review Panel

@@’ Assuran~@@ Control
Mioactive mte safety series
Resource Consemtion and Recove~ Act
Research & Developnwnt TasK Team
Site Assessment Teams
Savannah River Site
Solid Waste Storage Am
Technical working GrOUP

Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action Program
Waste Acceptance Criteria
Working Group Assessment Teams
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

—
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